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Temporal Information Extraction (TIE) from text plays an important role in many Natu-
ral Language Processing and Database applications. Many features of the world are time-
dependent, and rich temporal knowledge is required for a more complete and precise un-
derstanding of the world. In this thesis we address aspects of two core tasks in TIE. First,
we provide a new corpus of labeled temporal relations between events and temporal expres-
sions, dense enough to facilitate a change in research directions from relation classification
to identification, and present a system designed to address corresponding new challenges.
Second, we implement a novel approach for the discovery and aggregation of temporal in-
formation about entity-centric fluent relations.
I dedicate this thesis to my son.
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The concept of time enables us to communicate and reason about physical and mental
change. Propositions that pertain to time can be seen as making reference to scalar quanti-
ties. Information analysis has benefitted from representing time in scalar terms, and map-
ping events and states into their extensions in terms of temporal ontologies that naturally
lend themselves to logical reasoning; however, a complete account of the derivation of the
possible orderings and temporal anchoring of eventualities1 mentioned in discourse and the
associated uncertainty must incorporate world knowledge regarding which eventualities are
contingent upon and causally related to others and how long they tend to endure, as well
as linguistic knowledge about how different classes of morphemes (e.g., tense, aspect, and
temporal adverbials) are used by speakers to constrain how the temporal properties of the
situations they talk about are interpreted. Temporal knowledge and the ability to reason with
it is crucial to our understanding of world states.
Many natural language statements in text are temporally qualified, such as those express-
ing relations (which we consider to be states) between named entities, or those expressing
that events have occurred, both of which may be temporally bounded (e.g. those describing
attributes such as a person’s place of residence or employer, or an organization’s mem-
1We refer to events and states collectively as eventualities, following (Bach, 1986)
1
bers; the duration of a war between two countries, or the precise time at which a plane
landed). In addition, it has been estimated that one of every fifty lines of database appli-
cation code involves a date or time value (Snodgrass, 1998); and on average, each news
document in PropBank (Kingsbury and Palmer, 2002) includes eight temporal arguments.
Temporal Information Extraction (TIE) is of significant interest for a variety of Natural Lan-
guage Processing (NLP) applications such as Textual Inference (Baral et al., 2005), Multi-
document Text summarization (Elhadad et al., 2002), Temporal Event Tracking (Chambers
et al., 2014; Ji et al., 2009), Template Based Question Answering (Schockaert et al., 2006),
and Temporal Grounding for Semantic Relations (Do et al., 2012).
This thesis makes novel contributions to two areas of TIE: Temporal Relation Extraction
and Temporal Knowledge Base population. In chapter 2 we outline theoretical background
relevant to these areas, and highlight aspects which pertain to our specific work (sections 2.6
and 2.7). In chapter 3 we describe related work in NLP. In chapter 4 we describe work in
two branches of Temporal Information Extraction: An annotation procedure and the result-
ing corpus (section 4.2), and our Temporal Relation Extraction system designed to address
the challenges inherent in the corpus(section 4.5). The annotation procedure is the first to
force annotators to annotate each pair, a difficult task that has been avoided in related work,
and guarantee annotations preserve interval relation transitivity. Our resulting corpus is the
densest to date. It unambiguously distinguishes between event pairs that are unlabeled and
those that are labeled as being such that there is no definitive temporal interval relation ex-
pressed in the text. Its unique properties make it adequate to evaluate systems that not only
classify temporal relations but identify pairs of events that can be classified. The system
implements a sieve architecture that facilitates incorporation of multiple classifiers, ordered
by precision, and infers temporal relations implied by explicit labeling. In chapter 5 we
describe work in Temporal Knowledge Base population. Our system uses novel methods
to gather training data via distant supervision, obtain entity-centric temporal information
2
from isolated documents, and aggregate this information in an effort to obtain the complete
temporal picture of a given person or organization scattered across a large amount of docu-
ments. Our hybrid flat and structured supervised approach addresses several key challenges
of distant supervision for automatically labeling intermediate temporal relations between
mentions of events and temporal expressions in text. In chapter 6 we summarize the thesis




This chapter outlines theoretical background relevant to the computational tasks described
in chapters 4 and 5.
2.1 General Goal
About what sorts of things do we ask, “when?”. We can certainly ask, “when was it the case
that φ?”, where φ is a proposition asserting the existence of an eventuality.1 Suppose that φ
= “George Bush is the President of the United States”; then, in this case our eventuality is a
state, and possible responses include, ‘‘before Barack Obama (was President of the United
States)”, “From 2000 to 2008”, “after he was elected”, “upon being sworn in”, “on January
1st, 2003, at least”, “until at least 2004”, “for at least four years”, “over 4 years ago”, etc.
Intuitively, for φ ′ =“George bush was elected president”, the semantic content of possible
responses to the question of when φ ′ occurred would be systematically related to that of
the above responses given for φ , since the former approximately marks the initiation of the
latter. All of these answers share the property that they serve to assign an eventuality a loca-
tion or extension in time. Some are relative to other eventualities, while others are specified
1Use of the term eventuality is credited to (Bach, 1986), and is used as a catch-all term to describe,
essentially things that happen, obtain, or endure.
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explicitly with temporal expressions, which denote regions in time with respect to some a
unit of temporal measurement. In this thesis we will consider standard units given by the
calendar and clock. The capacity to produce an answer derived from linguistically repre-
sented information including prior discourse, given background knowledge, from which the
answer is accessible, is achieved via a process of reasoning that operates over some rep-
resentation of what happens, and when. In this chapter we describe theories of how such
information is represented and processed.
2.2 Temporal Interval Reasoning
While we omit a full treatment of temporal reasoning in AI, we exemplify in this section
the benefits of being able to ground information about eventualities in natural language
in a concrete formal representation. The sections that follow will focus on the process of
mapping natural language to eventuality-independent temporal information.
Temporal relations among eventualities can be formally stated in terms of intervals on
the timeline. Allen (1983) formalizes 13 interval relations (seven basic relations and their
inverses). For two intervals in time x and y, their possible interval orderings are stated in
terms of the point-wise ordering (in terms of precedence) of each pair in the set {xs,xe}×
{ys,ye}. For example, x overlaps y if and only if x starts before y starts, and ends after y
ends.2 The interval relations are described in table 2.1 below (adapted from (Allen, 1983)).
Allen interval relations can be used to specify the temporal relation between two tem-
poral expressions, an eventuality and a temporal expression, or two eventualities. Let
τ : E ∪Γ→ I, where E is a set of eventualities, Γ is a set of temporal expressions, and I
is a set of concrete temporal intervals. Essentially, τ maps an eventuality (e ∈ E) to the
interval in which it occurs or obtains, and a temporal expression (γ ∈ Γ) to a precise interval
2There is an implicit assumption that for any interval x, xs < xe; the endpoint ordering specification here
does not attempt to remove redundancy.
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Relation Inverse Endpoint Ordering
X before Y Y after X xe < ys
X equal Y Y equal X xs = ys∧ xe = ye
X meets Y Y meets-inverse X xe = ys
X overlaps Y Y overlaps-inverse X xs < ys < xe < ye
X during Y Y contains X xs > ys∧ xe < ye
X starts Y Y starts-inverse X xs = ys∧ xe < ye
X finishes Y Y finishes-inverse X xs > ys∧ xe = ye
Table 2.1 Definition of Allen’s Interval Relations. Assumes that xs < xe
it denotes. Allen (1983) also presented transitivity properties of the interval algebra. For
example, if x before y, and y before z, then x before z. In some cases transitivity leaves open
more possibilities; for example, if x starts-inverse y and y meets z, then x either overlaps,
finishes-inverse, or is during-invere z.3
Much work in semantics, temporal reasoning, and temporal information extraction make
a simplifying assumption that excerpts of text refer to complete eventualities, which can
be mapped to their temporal interval extensions via a simple homomorphism Trautwein
(2011). Interval-based reasoning can therefore be used to infer new facts via transitivity
about when eventualities occurred, both with respect to time and with respect to one another.
Furthermore, natural language descriptions of novel temporal facts could be generated if
we assume furthermore that the Allen relations roughly correspond to common types of
assertions made by speakers and writersConsider the before Allen relation.
2.3 Semantics of Eventualities
Formal reification of eventualities came out of attempts to define the logical form of action
sentences.4 Davidson’s (1967 ) paper is widely considered the most influential early work
on this topic. The neo-Davidsonian analysis, a refinement of Davidson’s 1967 work, says
3A full transitivity table is provided in (Allen, 1983).
4We assume throughout that eventualities, as concepts, correspond with situations in the physical world.
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that a proposition about an eventuality (i.e., an event or state) asserts that it exists, and that it
is predicated of some predicate (most often, denoted by a verb). Linguistically speaking, the
value of such a theoretical decision is a function of the explanatory utility gained, whereas
such a decision is metaphysically sound to the extent it can be shown to be necessary for
describing the world (Partee, 2000). The treatment of eventualities are objects, analogies
between semantic and syntactic analysis of eventuality structure, and verbal tense and aspect
has lead to a better understanding of how what happens in the real world is described in
natural language.
Davidson (1967) tried to account for the intuition that the entailment patterns between
the sentences below should be expressible in terms of their meanings:
1. Brutus stabbed Caesar
2. Brutus stabbed Caesar violently
3. Brutus stabbed Caesar with a knife
4. Brutus stabbed Caesar violently with a knife
The Davidsonian analysis proposed that the logical form in which the fact that an event
occurred is expressed with existential quantification over event objects, and that the predi-
cate denoted by the verb includes a place for an event argument, in addition to other neces-
sary arguments. Modification of a core VP (e.g. Brutus stabbed Caesar) is expressed in the
logical form of the sentence by conjunctive applications of predicates of events and objects
(as shown in (4)).
(4) ∃e[Stab(B,C,e)∧violent(e)∧with(K,e)]
(4′) ∃e[Stab(B,C,e,violent,a knife)]
Prior accounts would express modification by adding additional places in the Stab predi-
cate as in 4′(Davidson, 1967). Given the representation in (4) the correct entailments follow
from simple conjunctive reasoning:
7
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(2)→ (1),(3)→ (1),(4)→ (2)∧ (3), but (2)∧ (3) ̸→ (4) ).
Parsons’ theory of underlying events extends and modifies Davidson’s, so that the logical
form of (4) would be 4′′, a neo-Davidsonian analysis (Parsons, 1990).
(4′′) ∃e[Stabbing(e)∧Agent(B,e)∧Theme(C,e)∧violently(e)
∧with(K,e)]
The theory is supported by its utility in explaining phenomena such as adverbial modifi-
cation, nominalization of events, perceptual idioms, causative and inchoative constructions,
transitive and intransitive verbs, the progressive tense, the imperfective paradox, and tem-
poral modifiers.
In what follows we assume a neo-Davidsonian treatment of eventualities, including
states (but, see (Katz, 2000) for an argument that states should not be treated this way).
The key idea is that particular eventualities are things, the predicates of which can take var-
ious forms in text, and can stand in a relation to other eventualities and their participants.
This brings to light the fact that natural language text, on one hand refers to complete ob-
jects, but on the other hand, in doing so it may reveal only a small piece of information about
them; even, as in the example above, if the inference invited by the text requires an under-
standing of properties of the objects in question that are not explicitly mentioned in the text.
This suggests that for information extraction in Natural Language Processing (NLP) to be
successful it must conceptualize the referents of words in processed language as complex,
interrelated objects, and draw on inferences about the relationships between them. The par-
ticular case of temporal information extraction, then, consists of organizing these structures
in a particular way - with respect to time.
2.4 Grounding Eventualities in Time
The task of ordering eventualities expressed in text in a temporal ontology constitutes an
overlap between Semantics, Artificial Intelligence (AI), and NLP. Semantics aims to for-
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malize what sort of information is encoded in grammatical elements like tense, lexical as-
pect, temporal expressions, and adverbial modifiers, and how it is used to map eventualities
to their temporal extensions. 5 Although semantics need not specify which interpretation
of a text conforms with the “normal course of events” derived from real world knowledge,
it should specify the dimensions along which such interpretations can be made. Given a
mapping between eventualities and their associated time intervals, theories of temporal rea-
soning aim to specify how relations not explicitly represented in discourse can be inferred,
including those inferred from combining information from multiple discourses, as well as
how to incorporate world knowledge (Allen, 1983; Freksa, 1992; Vilain and Kautz, 1986).
The more precise the mapping from eventuality to interval, the more effective such pro-
cesses will be. NLP aims to specify a machine readable format (e.g., an annotation scheme)
in which linguistic information that is relevant to the task at hand can be represented; of
course, not all information deemed relevant will be worth representing due to difficulties
and costs, of both annotation and implementation. Models can then be designed or learned
that aim to replicate a task that humans perform (e.g., temporal discourse processing).
2.4.1 Temporal Structure of Eventualities
There are many ways to verbally express that events occur and that states endure, and when.
Eventualities may be distinguished based on properties such as telicity, dynamicity, and
durativity. Vendler (1967) defined four classes of lexical aspect, or Aktionsarten: states,
activities, accomplishments, and achievements. States exhibit no change while they hold.
Activities exhibit change, though their having occurred is not contingent on a particular
outcome having been reached. Accomplishments “take time”, and do have an obligatory
completion condition to be considered as having occurred, while achievements are simi-
lar but occur instantaneously. Tenny and Pustejovsky (2000) note that tests to distinguish
5A temporal expression is any word or phrase that denotes an interval or set of intervals on the timeline.
An eventuality’s temporal extension is an interval of time.
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between Aktionsarten based on adverbial modification are available in many languages.
Since Vendler’s seminal work, more formal accounts have been proposed (Bach, 1986;
Dölling, 2011; Moens and Steedman, 1988). Under lexical aspectual system defined by Dölling
(2011), eventualities may be complex and may be decomposable into constituent eventual-
ities, which may interact with temporal expressions and modifiers differently depending
on their type. For example, any state is the result_of a change, which is a durative,
dynamic, telic, resultative eventuality. Thus, the beginning of a state of employment may
be indicated by a contractual signing which endured over a matter of seconds, which itself
was culminated_by a hiring boundary (a boundary is a non-durative, intrinsically in-
stantaneous event). Similarly, being employed is akin to “working for company X”, which
is exemplified by the process built from constituent eventualities including, e.g., making
announcements on behalf of the company. Trautwein (2011) invokes the concept of estab-
lishing times to describe how aspect is used to refer to (or at least highlight) particular parts
of eventualities, drawing an analogy to physical descriptions that refer to parts of objects
(e.g., we can say “the church is East of Main street” even if the church is South of another
part of Main Street, non-salient at the time of utterance).
Eventualities may be lexicalized in a variety of ways in practice, as alluded to in (Vendler,
1967), or as formalized by (Dölling, 2011), and as a result it would be quite difficult to enu-
merate each way in which a given eventuality might be expressed. 6
2.4.2 Reference Time and Temporal Discourse Interpretation
We can often draw inferences about when an eventuality has occurred given the context in
which its existence is asserted. A natural reference from which to locate an eventuality’s
temporal extension is the time of utterance. A clause in the simple past, simple present, or
6Vendler alluded to the fact that not only verbs, but adjectives and nouns may be used to express eventu-
alities as well. Dölling gave a formal account of aspectual coercion, in which the canonical conceptualization
of an event (modifier of an event) may be adjusted based on factors such as which modifier (event) is applied
to it (it is applied to), as well as world knowledge.
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simple future tense about an eventuality indicates its location in time relative to the time of
utterance. Temporal location more specific than before, during, or after speech time can be
specified using temporal adverbial modifiers and the perfect tenses. Reichenbach’s (1947)
formalization of the English tense system defines each tense in terms of speech (S), event
(E), and reference (R) time. For an event occurrence expressed by a verb, the verb’s tense
determines the relative position of S, E and R. Simple tenses equate E and R, but perfect
tensed clauses locate E with respect to R. For example in John had lived in New York, the
event time during which John lives in New York is asserted to be true is prior to R, which
is prior to S.The relative position of eventualities in a compound sentence is determined by
comparing reference times, but the role played in these processes by aspectual class is not
defined.
Reichenbach’s ideas were later combined with interval semantics (Taylor, 1977) and a
better understanding of temporal anaphora (Partee, 1973) and aspectual class to formalize
the process by which the order of eventualities is inferred while a discourse is processed.
Later work focussed on the progression of reference time through a narrative, in which
the default assumption is that eventualities in consecutive clauses in the simple past may
not overlap in time unless one or both are stative (Dowty, 1986; Hinrichs, 1986; Partee,
1984). Partee (1984) proposes a theory in which the way reference times are associated
with temporal anaphora is formally analogous to the way in which nominal anaphora bind
their referents. Discourse representation theory (DRT) (Kamp, 1981) is extended to treat
eventualities as primitive elements that can be ordered with respect to reference times by <
and ⊆. Hinrichs (1986) provides a DRT based formal depiction of how aspectual class of
a main clause verb, temporal conjunctions, and temporal adverbs can “move” the reference
time in a discourse. A discourse is represented as an event structure, built by processing
sentences in order, ordering any newly introduced E with respect to R and S via before and
inclusion relations, using rules that make explicit reference to an eventuality’s aspectual
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class and whether the progressive is used. Dowty (1986) argues that the aspectual class of a
clause is based on the compositional semantics of the verbs, their modifiers, and arguments,
as opposed to their syntactic relations. Previous DRT based theories require a complete
discourse representation structure (DRS) before the compositional semantic interpretation
of a discourse can be specified. But in these theories eventualities are ordered in time as their
containing clauses are added to the DRS; thus, if semantic properties specify aspectual class,
they could not possibly be used in building the DRS (Dowty, 1986). To avoid circularity an
aspect-independent interpretation principle is proposed for consecutive sentences within a
discourse, defining their aspectual class in terms of interval semantics.
The temporal discourse interpretation principle (TDIP) (Dowty, 1986) says that given a
sequence S1,S2, ...,Sn, the reference time for Si is either:
1. A time consistent with the time adverbs in Si or
2. A time which immediately follows the reference time of Si−1
This principle is not as complex nor as precise as what Hinrichs or Partee propose, but
Dowty makes the case that much of what remains to be specified during a particular instance
of temporal discourse processing is outside the realm of semantics.
2.4.3 Nominal Predicates
Nominals predicates are commonly used in English to refer eventualities (Pustejovsky and
Anick, 1988). For example, attribution of a title to a person can be performed using a tran-
sitive verb or copula as in “Serra was elected Governor”, or “Serra is the Governor”, or as
a Noun Phrase (NP) within a clause, as in “Governor Jose Serra” or “Jose Serra, Gover-
nor, ...” (among other ways). Nominal predicates (relational NP’s) are not overtly marked
by tense or aspect (in English) as in the case of VP’s; yet, a speaker or writer may impose
restrictions on the possible temporal bounds of the relation in question.7 Presumably, such
7Discussion of overtly marked nominal tense and aspect is beyond the scope of this thesis.
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nominals have a time of predication, as do verbal predicates of eventualities. Tonhauser
(2002)’s analysis assumes that the verbal time of predication is the “most salient” time in an
utterance, thus relational NP’s take their containing clause’s verbal time of predication by
default though contextual justification may override this tendency.8 Consider the following
examples from Tonhauser (2002):
• Gosh, the government is really pushing a hard line with these countries.
• Well, the president already made it quite clear during the incident in 1980 that he
wasn’t a soft guy.
The definiteness of NP “the president” means the referent has already been introduced into
the discourse, thus the time of utterance is a valid time of predication (Tonhauser, 2002).
We can use this account to explain why in newswire data, the document creation time (DCT)
is at least as good a default time of predication, if not better than that of the verb. Consider
the sentence, “Chief Executive Officer Mark Hurd reached a settlement last week with
a woman who accused him of sexual harassment”. We propose that, as this is the first
sentence of the document, Chief Executive Officer Mark Hurd has already been introduced
to the public discourse. News is written in a unique style, and is often about prominent
individuals, thus journalists often refer to them without introduction.
2.4.4 World Knowledge
World knowledge must play a role in the temporal processing of discourse. As indicated
above, formal semantics should specify what role is played by world knowledge and dis-
course context. Hinrichs (1986) conforms to this principle by specifying possible temporal
orderings of eventualities for a variety of particular cases. States may fail to overlap an
eventuality in the previous sentence due to world knowledge, as in Hinrichs’ example:
8We find that Tonhauser’s account more accurately describes the various forms of relational NP time of
predication that we see in newswire data, compared with earlier accounts (Enç, 1986; Musan, 1999).
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Jameson entered the room, shut the door carefully and switched off the light.
It was pitch dark around him because the Venetian blinds were closed.
Only the knowledge that turning off a light switch often leads to a dark room allows the in-
ference that the light-switching event is before the state of pitch darkness (Hinrichs, 1986).
Partee (1984) postulates that world knowledge may dictate the value of a higher-order pa-
rameter that controls discourse relations which in turn may help to resolve ordering ambi-
guity. Dowty (1986) claims that world knowledge may be necessary to determine aspectual
class of verb phrases and clauses (see also (Moens and Steedman, 1988) regarding aspec-
tual class coercion), the degree to which the reference time “moves forward” when a new
eventuality is introduced is determined using world knowledge, and the extent to which the
interval associated with an eventuality is assumed to be of a greater magnitude (in either
direction, past or future) than what is explicitly asserted. Lascarides and Asher (1993) for-
malize rules relating Gricean maxims and world knowledge in which possible eventuality
orderings are disambiguated based on discourse relations between clauses using defeasible
logic. Hitzeman et al. (1995) claim that any robust system based on this method would
likely be computationally unfeasible. While Hitzeman et al.’s framework does not rely on
postulates and allows tense, aspect, discourse relations and world knowledge to be mutually
constraining, their world knowledge representation is weaker than that of Lascarides and
Asher (1993).
The formal semantic accounts described above provide a number of considerations for
researchers in temporal information extraction, including:
• An account of how, in a narrative, reference time moves forward, and default in-
terpretation of eventuality ordering depends (in English) on verbal tense and aspect,
temporal adverbials, and in part on aspectual class.
• Determining the aspectual class of an eventuality may require world knowledge about
how event time (E) and reference time (R) are related.
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• Assigning an ordering to E and R, estimating the durations of intervals that separate
eventualities, perceiving starting and ending points of intervals as well as degree of
overlap, may all require world knowledge.
• Discourse relations between clauses may determine default eventuality ordering across
consecutive sentences.
Thus, the strategy of mapping all eventualities to an extension in time and subsequently
applying logical reasoning over a temporal ontology, all without very specific world knowl-
edge is ill-founded, since world knowledge and reasoning about order is needed to create
such a mapping. Furthermore, it is rarely the case that an entire eventuality is grounded in a
fully specified temporal interval in a single document, let alone a single sentence (though a
short biography is a notable exception). Recognition of this obstacle, however, is not meant
to discount the potential power of interval-based temporal reasoning.
2.5 Mentions and Individuals
Natural language expressions can be ambiguous in that the same expression may be used to
identify different referents. Conversely, they may be redundant as different expressions may
be used to refer to the same thing. For example, the name “Muhammad” commonly refers
to many unique individuals, while “Today” and “Yesterday” can be used independently to
refer to the same stretch of time. Essentially, the role of a given expression varies with the
context in which it is used. It is thus necessary to distinguish between and among individuals
and mentions of individuals. We take named entities, events, relations, and time periods of
various types to be individuals. Each of these individuals may be referred to by mentions in
text.9
9In the context of chapter 5, the term named entity will be used to refer to individuals that are people or
organizations
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A mention is a physical form used to refer to a particular individual, or a class of in-
dividuals. Informally, we append the word “mention” where the distinction is necessary,
as in “relation mention”. This thesis avoids, for expository reasons, drawing formal dis-
tinctions between mentions and individuals unless necessary. For example, in chapter 5 we
use the same notation to refer to mentions of people as well as the actual people. On the
other hand, relation mentions and relation individuals are formally distinguished, since this
distinction is relevant to the computational methods employed. Information about a relation
is the amalgamation of that obtained via relation mentions in multiple documents.
2.6 Temporal Relation Extraction
Consider the task of implementing a computational system whose aim is to order eventu-
alities and time expressions in documents. We refer to this task as Temporal Relation Ex-
traction. Semantic temporal discourse processing theories may provide some helpful tools;
however, they provide little guidance as to straightforward incorporation of world knowl-
edge. Furthermore, news reporting tends to deviate from the narrative structure in order of
presentation of facts (Bell, 1999) (events are mentioned in order of importance as opposed
to approximately linear order).
The TimeML annotation scheme (Pustejovsky et al., 2003a) has been the most widely
used labeling scheme in the temporal relation extraction literature. It is used to label even-
tualities and specify their attributes of various types, many of which have been covered
above (e.g., their temporal extent, their tense, grammatical aspect, and lexical aspect (e.g.
occurrence, state, intentional state)). In addition, temporal links that specify Allen relations
holding between pairs of eventualities, pairs of time expressions, and event-to-time pairs.
TimeML is arguably the standard temporal markup language, and has been used to annotate
standard corpora used for temporal information extraction tasks (Pustejovsky et al., 2003b;
Verhagen et al., 2007, 2010a). TimeML provides a means by which statistical models can
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learn to ground eventualities in time given the context in which they occur, incorporating
both interval based reasoning and linguistic features. World knowledge, however, is not
explicitly encoded. In chapter 4 we describe our contributions to annotation for temporal
information extraction: an annotation procedure using a modified TimeML and the resulting
corpus (Cassidy et al., 2014) , as well as a hybrid statistical and rule-based temporal relation
extraction system (Chambers et al., 2014). Some rules are based on intuition and exam-
ination of the training data. They implicitly incorporate world knowledge and linguistic
intuitions, making use of syntactic structure and eventuality attributes. One rule-based clas-
sifier adapts a portion of Reichenbach’s 1947 framework to order eventualities instantiated
as verbs in text (see section 2.4.2).
Interval based reasoning has been applied as a means of enriching annotated corpora
labeled with temporal relations between eventualities by adding labels for implicit rela-
tions (Mani et al., 2006, 2007; Tatu and Srikanth, 2008; Verhagen, 2004). As alluded to
above, there has been a major disconnect between temporal information extraction and tem-
poral reasoning due to the difficulty of mapping eventualities to temporal information. Our
new corpus aims to close this gap by providing a significantly denser annotation so that all
pairs of event and temporal expressions within a one sentence window are annotated. Using
this corpus, we report significant gains in temporal relation extraction using interval based
reasoning.
2.7 Temporal Slot Filling
People use language to ground eventualities in time, but precise groundings in single sen-
tences are rare in many scenarios. If a speaker’s sole purpose is to specify the precise
start and end time of an eventuality, this information is easily conveyed without appeal to
grammatical means. Temporal information extraction is generally concerned with the more
interesting, more common, less straightforward cases in which temporal information is by
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and large conveyed indirectly and implicitly. Eventualities of the stative type, mentioned in
newspaper documents, present an interesting case because the start and end times are rarely
specified in a single sentence.
We focus in chapter 5 on fluent relations (Russell and Norvig, 2010), a type of state, and
attempt to infer their start and end times from text via Temporal Slot Filling (Ji et al., 2011).
That a fluent has endured at a particular time, or throughout a period of time, can be indi-
cated in a variety of ways based on a multitude of semantic and syntactic cues. Compared
with temporal relation extraction, this task has the added difficulty that often, temporal in-
formation about fluent relations is only partially specified in a given mention in text. This
property demands that vagueness be part of the temporal representation, which Allen’s in-
terval algebra does not provide. On the one hand Allen’s representation is too simple, but on
the other hand adding vagueness to intervals might break the assumption of a definitive start
and end time (Schockaert and De Cock, 2008). We thus adopt the four-tuple representa-
tion (Amigo et al., 2011), as we explain in section 5.3.2. Chapter 5 describes our automatic
approach to Temporal Slot Filling and an analysis of results (Ji et al., 2013).
In this thesis we rely on both Machine Learning and deterministic algorithms for tem-
poral information extraction and aggregation, and strive to approximate the sort of temporal
awareness that humans acquire using world knowledge (section 2.4.4) as alluded to above.
We use linguistic formalisms (e.g. part of speech tags and dependency parse structures) to
identify syntactic structural patterns, there is no formal semantics in our method to extract
temporal information from text. Formalisms such as DRT and abstract heuristics like the
TDIP (section 2.4.2) take for granted the ability use intuition to make decisions about ab-
stract notions like “salience” of a particular time, or the ability to apply world knowledge to
override default assumptions. While these theoretical works increase our knowledge about
human language and how it interacts cognition, application in natural language processing
will require precise specification and formalization of how things like world knowledge is
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formalized. We present in chapter 5 attempts to incorporate world knowledge into temporal
reasoning in sections 5.5.9 and 5.5.9 (Cassidy and Ji, 2014).
In section 5.5.6 we apply carefully selected rules to take advantage of the relative lack
of ambiguity with which post-relational states introduced by “former”, “ex-”, and “then-”
hold true at the document creation time (DCT), for the title fluent relation (Cassidy and
Ji, 2014). Due to the difficulty in interpreting nominal time of predication, we leave a more
rigorous treatment to future work.
Analysis of news data indicates that a compelling reason is required to override relational
NP’s from taking both DCT and verbal time of predication (see 2.4.3). For instance, in,
“O’Donnell ... suggested Wednesday that the Obama administration - particularly Vice
President Joe Biden, who represented Delaware in the Senate for decades - was behind
them”, “Vice President” holds true at DCT, and rejects the of predication of “represented”,
presumably only based on logical inference: no person is both Vice President and represents
(a state) in the Senate at the same time. Similarly, we know that the DCT (2010-08-04) is
an invalid time of predication in “In November 2000, Chinese President Jiang Zemin paid
a state visit to Laos, the first visit to Laos by a Chinese president”, only because of world
knowledge, or, “The following is a chronology of major events in China- Laotian relations
since 1990:”, earlier in the document.
Though English NP’s lack tense and aspect, overt temporal modifiers such as former,
then-, and ex- make explicit a post-relational state directly following an relational NP’s
relation (Tonhauser, 2002). The tendency for relational NP’s to take both the verbal predi-
cation time as well as the DCT extends to post-relational states. There are many examples in
the corpus described in chapter 5 similar to the following: “Former US President Bill Clin-
ton and US journalists Euna Lee and Laura Ling returned Wednesday from North Korea,
one day after North Korea’s leader Kim Jong-Il pardoned the two women”. Each relational
NP holds at the DCT, and “Wednesday”, as well as the day before that (the predication time
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of “pardoned”). However, as for verbal predication times further into the past, whether the
post-relational state holds is less clear. For example, in, “Secretary of State Hillary Rod-
ham Clinton says former Philippines President Corazon Aquino “helped bring democracy
back” to her country after years of authoritarian rule”, we cannot rule out the possibility
that Aquino helped bring democracy back as President; whether she did so as former Pres-
ident is left open, to be resolved by historical knowledge. This is likely because, unless the
relation is of the “Grover Cleveland” type, once the relation becomes a “former” relation it
will remain so thereafter.
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Chapter 3
Related Work in Natural Language
Processing
The extraction of temporal arguments for relations and events, as well as temporal rela-
tionships between events (e.g. precedence), has recently received the attention of various
research programs such as TempEval (UzZaman et al., 2013; Verhagen et al., 2007, 2010b),
the U.S. DARPA Machine Reading Program, and commercial applications such as Europe
Media Monitor. These programs have attracted much participation from researchers with
varying interests within the NLP community over the last ten years
In chapter 4 we present work that aims to gain as complete a picture as possible of the
temporal information in a single document. In contrast, in chapter 5 we focus on discover-
ing temporal information conveyed about a particular named entity from a large collection
of documents. These research directions share the common goal of grounding change of
state in the world in concrete, measurable terms, to facilitate artificial intelligent reasoning.
Before delving into these topics we provide an overview of related research in temporal
information extraction.
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3.1 Single Document Event-Event and Event-Time Rela-
tions
3.1.1 Event Ordering Annotation
The majority of corpora and shared tasks for event ordering contain sparse annotations.
Annotators for the original TimeBank (Pustejovsky et al., 2003b) only annotated relations
judged to be salient by the annotator. Subsequent TempEval competitions UzZaman et al.
(2013); Verhagen et al. (2007, 2010b) mostly relied on TimeBank, but also aimed to im-
prove coverage by annotating relations between all events and times in the same sentence.
However, events mentioned fewer than 20 times were excluded and only one TempEval task
considered relations between events in different sentences. In practical terms, the resulting
evaluations remained sparse.
A major dilemma underlying these sparse tasks is that the unlabeled event/time pairs are
ambiguous. Each unlabeled pair holds two possibilities:
1. The annotator looked at the pair of events and decided that no single temporal relation
can be inferred.
2. The annotator did not look at the pair of events.
The training and evaluation of temporal reasoners is hampered by this ambiguity. To com-
bat this, our annotation adopts the VAGUE relation, introduced by TempEval 2007, and our
approach forces annotators to use it. This is the only work that includes such a require-
ment (Cassidy et al., 2014).
The work presented in chapter 4 is not the first to look into more dense annotations.
Bramsen et al. (2006) annotated multi-sentence segments of text to build directed acyclic
graphs. Kolomiyets et al. (2012) annotated “temporal dependency structures”, though they
only focused on relations between pairs of events. Do et al. (2012) produced the densest
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Events Times Rels R
TimeBank 7935 1414 6418 0.7
Bramsen 2006 627 – 615 1.0
TempEval-07 6832 1249 5790 0.7
TempEval-10 5688 2117 4907 0.6
TempEval-13 11145 2078 11098 0.8
Kolomiyets-12 1233 – 1139 0.9
Do 20121 324 232 3132 5.6
This work 1729 289 12715 6.3
Table 3.1 Events, times, relations and the ratio of relations to events + times (R) in various
corpora.
annotation prior to this work, but “the annotator was not required to annotate all pairs of
event mentions, but as many as possible”. Our work is unique in that annotators are required
to label every possible pair of events/times in a given window. It is the first work to guarantee
a strongly connected graph of temporal relations.
Table 3.1 compares the size and density of our corpus to others. Ours is the densest and
it contains the largest number of temporal relations.
3.1.2 Event Ordering Models
Most existing models formulate temporal ordering as a pair-wise classification task, where
each pair of events and/or times is examined and classified as having a temporal relation or
not. Early work using the TimeBank corpus took this approach (Boguraev and Ando, 2005),
classifying relations between all events and times within 64 tokens of each other. Most of
the top-performing systems in the TempEval competitions also took this pair-wise classi-
fication approach for both event-time and event-event temporal relations (Bethard, 2013;
Bethard and Martin, 2007; Cheng et al., 2007; Llorens et al., 2010a; UzZaman and Allen,
2010). These systems have sometimes even explicitly focused on a small subset of tempo-
ral relations; for example, the top-ranked system for temporal ordering in TempEval 2013
1Do et al. (2012) reports 6264 relations, but this includes both the relations and their inverses (personal
communication). We thus halve the count for accurate comparison to other corpora.
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(Bethard, 2013) only classified relations in certain syntactic constructions and with certain
relation types.
Systems have tried to take advantage of more global information to ensure that the pair-
wise classifications satisfy interval algebra transitivity constraints, using frameworks such
as integer linear programming and Markov logic networks (Bramsen et al., 2006; Chambers
and Jurafsky, 2008; Tatu and Srikanth, 2008; UzZaman and Allen, 2010; Yoshikawa et al.,
2009). The gains for these have been small, likely because of the disconnectedness that is
common in sparsely annotated corpora (Chambers and Jurafsky, 2008).
An approach that has not been leveraged for event ordering, but that has been successful
in the coreference community is the sieve-based architecture. The top performer in CoNLL-
2012 shared task was one such system (Lee et al., 2013). The idea is to first aim for “low
hanging fruit”, or easy to classify instances, and trust those classifications, and allow them to
inform less precise classifiers. This idea also appeared in the early IBM MT models (Brown
et al., 1993) and in the “islands of reliability” approaches to parsing and speech (Borghesi
and Favareto, 1982; Corazza et al., 1991). D’Souza and Ng recently combined a rule-based
model with a machine learned model (D’Souza and Ng, 2013), but lacked the fine-grained
formality of a cascade of sieves. Our work is inspired by the above and is the first to apply
it to temporal ordering as an extensible, formal architecture (Chambers et al., 2014).
3.2 Cross-Document Aggregation of Entity-Centric Tem-
poral Information
Some work in temporal information extraction has taken a more entity-centric approach,
focussing on particular relations that, for a given individual, change over time. The Tem-
poral Slot Filling (TSF) task (Ji et al., 2011; Surdeanu, 2013) was part of the Text Analysis
Conference (TAC) Knowledge Base Population (KBP) track in 2011 and 2013. This shared
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task challenges systems to discover precisely the degree to which the start and end times of
relations between named entities (e.g., marriage, employment) were specified, collectively,
within a large corpus of documents. This information was represented using the four-tuple
framework (Amigo et al., 2011).
Our work described in chapter 5 (Ji et al., 2013) stems from the TSF task. Ours is not
the only work to use distant supervision for this task. Cucerzan and Sil (2014) adopt a more
tenable distant supervision assumption, extracting temporal information from Wikipedia
pages whose InfoBoxes include relation objects, and training examples are restricted to such
pages. Surdeanu et al. (2011) adopted a similar approach to theirs but only used BEGINNING
and ENDING labels. Our work obtains significantly more training data, though it is much
noisier. Garrido et al. (2013) has expanded on our Distant Supervision (DS) procedure to
include BEFORE_START and AFTER_END labels. We group these labels in with NONE to
avoid excessive noise. We do, however, conservatively add methods to label instances with
these labels based on relation participant existence constraints, and, for title relations only,
based on hand-written rules as well as background knowledge about the title relation
precedence obtained from Wikipedia InfoBoxes (Cassidy and Ji, 2014). Garrido et al. (2013)
used 10-fold cross-validation to show no significant difference between DS implementations
that try to learn these difficult labels and those that only use BEGINNING, ENDING, WITHIN,
and NONE (neither of which beat the DCT-WITHIN baseline for most relation types).
Burman et al. (2012) and Garrido et al. (2012) attempted to bridge the gap between
event ordering and TSF by projecting event-to-time relation classification to four-tuples for
corresponding relations. The determination of which events correspond to which relations
relied on surface proximity of event mentions and relation objects in text, leading to poor
recall. While a unified framework utilizing event-to-time classification to support TSF is
desirable, no work to date has used it to achieve state of the art TSF results.
All TSF systems we are aware of have used either max-constrain or Validity-Ensured
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Incremental max-constrain aggregation algorithms (Ji et al., 2011; Surdeanu, 2013). None
we are aware of have applied background knowledge to constrain intermediate four-tuples
(sec. 5.5.9) before or after aggregation.
There have been various other settings in which entity-centric temporal information has
been aggregated across multiple documents, many of which incorporate constraints. Wang
et al. (2012) use an Integer Linear Programming framework to enforce the validity of in-
duced temporal information as well as enforce inter-relation constraints. Their work simi-
larly learns to classify BEGINNING, ENDING, and WITHIN relations by comparing temporal
expressions co-occurring with relation mentions to knowledge about the relation’s start and
end time in a database. However, their procedure operates at the year granularity which sim-
plifies both the learning and classification process (though their model could be converted
to operate at finer granularities (Wang et al., 2012)). Talukdar et al. (2012) focus on spe-
cific relation types and objects (U.S President, U.S. Vice President, and U.S. Secretary of
State), and focus on very high precision signals for relation justification (i.e. “President X”
all but guarantees that X was President). They ignore document content and infer only the
WITHIN relation, and ultimately determine bounds on relations using frequency of relation
mentions associated with document creation times (at the year granularity) along with inter
and intra-relational constraints. Dylla et al. (2013) collect temporal information about rela-
tions, mostly about start and end times, using a temporal probabilistic data base framework
to aggregate and enforce constraints based on relation argument existence. Mann (2007)
used hand-crafted inference rules tailored to the title relation with a fixed relation object
“CEO”, to extract the name and tenure of CEOs for particular companies, as part of the





Most work on automatic event ordering in text focusses on a very particular classification
task.1 Only a fraction of all possible pairs of event and time mentions in a newswire doc-
ument are selected, and a system must label each pair with a temporal interval relation.
The TimeBank corpus (Pustejovsky et al., 2003b), which contains manually labeled pairs of
event and time mentions along with other linguistic features, has inspired most of this work
and served as a benchmark for the community. However, the annotators were not forced
to label particular pairs and, as a result, often labeled only easy to label pairs. Thus, little
work has focussed on creating a completely labeling all pairs in a document. This chapter
describes our exploration of how approaches to event ordering must adapt to the task of pro-
ducing a complete labelled graph of event ordering relations in a document (Cassidy et al.,
2014; Chambers et al., 2014).
In conjunction with the structure of TimeBank, the TempEval shared tasks have played
1In this chapter we do not formally distinguish between events as objects and event mentions in text.
Thus, we simply refer to events and time expressions, conflating them at times with their respective denotata.




a major role in shaping event ordering research. Because annotators mostly labeled obvious
event and time pairs, TempEval subtasks focussed on relation classification. But the task
of relation identification, i.e. identifying which pairs have a temporal ordering that can be
inferred by a reader with a high level of certainty, was not adequately been addressed. Both
our annotation procedure and system design view relation identification and classification
as equally important tasks, required to obtain a complete temporal picture of a document.
TempEval 3 (UzZaman et al., 2013) included a subtask in which systems were faced
with labeling raw text without prior relation identification. However, systems were only
evaluated on the subset event pairs labeled in TimeBank. This meant that relation iden-
tification was largely ignored. The top system optimized only relation classification and
intentionally left many pairs unlabeled (Bethard, 2013). Thus, while the work presented in
this chapter is not the first to address both identification and classification, it is the first to
do so comprehensively, from annotation to classification.
This chapter describes novel contributions in two veins. First, we describe our TimeBank-
Dense corpus, in which annotators were forced to label a far greater proportion of event and
time pairs than in any other corpus to date (Cassidy et al., 2014).2 Second, we describe
our sieve-based architecture for temporal event ordering that directly addresses the unique
aspects of the task of complete temporal event ordering (Chambers et al., 2014). We move
away from a one-size-fits-all machine learning approach, making use of smaller, specialized
classifiers to address the diverse contexts we encounter in this new task. This point of view
is inspired by a recent success in named entity coreference resolution using sieve-based
learning (Lee et al., 2013).
In a sieve-based architecture, specialized classifiers each focus on different types of
pairs. The classifiers are ordered according to their precision on a development set. This
allows the entire system to surgically resolve “low-hanging fruit” instances in a precise
manner, allowing more heavy-handed high recall classifiers to take care of the remaining
2As discussed below, all pairs in a given window size.
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There were four or five people inside, 
and they just started firing 
 
Ms. Sanders was hit several times and 
was  pronounced dead at the scene. 
 
The other customers fled, and the 
police said it did not appear that anyone 
else was injured. 
There were four or five people inside, 
and they just started firing 
 
Ms. Sanders was hit several times and 
was pronounced dead at the scene. 
 
The other customers fled, and the 
police said it did not appear that anyone 
else was injured. 
Current Systems & Evaluations This Proposal 
Fig. 4.1 A TimeBank annotated document is on the left, and this paper’s TimeBank-Dense
annotation is on the right. Solid arrows indicate BEFORE relations and dotted arrows indicate
INCLUDED_IN relations.
instances.
The temporal ordering setting is unique in that we can use the transitivity of interval
relations to infer relations not explicitly classified. The effects of transitivity in automatic
event ordering have not been evaluated adequately because, given the sparse labeling in
TimeBank, effect size is small and thus difficult to measure. The work in this chapter is the
first to report that relations inferred as a result of transitive closure are beneficial (in fact, we
report here that these inferred relations are even more precise than those explicitly labeled
by classifiers).
4.2 Annotation and Corpus
This section describes our new annotation framework as well as the resulting TimeBank-
Dense corpus. We claim that such an approach is ultimately required to achieve greater
temporal awareness in systems, leading to stronger temporal reasoning. We created a dense
ordering of events and temporal expressions that can properly evaluate both relation iden-
tification and relation annotation. Figure 4.1 illustrates one document before and after our
new annotations.
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4.3 A Framework for Dense Annotation
Frameworks for annotating text typically have two independent facets: (1) the practical
means of how to label the text, and (2) the higher-level rules about when something should
be labeled. The first is often accomplished through a markup language, and we follow prior
work in adopting TimeML here. The second facet is the focus of this paper: when should
an annotator label an ordering relation?
Our event ordering framework follows prior work in adopting the TimeML () labeling
scheme. 3 The main contribution is not in how annotations are made but in which candidate
instances are labeled.
We use a subset of TimeBank, taking advantage of its labeling of events and times, as
well as their attributes. Our proposal starts with documents that have already been annotated
with events, time expressions, and document creation times (DCT). The following sentence
serves as our motivating example:
Police confirmed Friday that the body found along a highway in this munici-
pality 15 miles south of San Juan belonged to Jorge Hernandez.
This sentence is represented by a four node graph (three events and one time). There are six
edges (relations) connecting all nodes. In TimeBank, however, only three are labeled.
Design choices in an annotation framework can have a significant impact the models
learned by machine learning algorithms trained on resulting datasets. Here, a learner must
interpret the fact that there are three unlabeled edges. A learner might assume that the
corresponding relations are too vague to be determined given the information in the text.
However, this is not the case here.
belonged BEFORE confirmed
belonged BEFORE found
3However, we use a subset of the interval relation labels used in TimeML; see section 4.3.1.
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found BEFORE confirmed
belonged BEFORE Friday
confirmed IS INCLUDED IN Friday
found IS INCLUDED IN Friday4
TimeBank-Dense consistently ensures locally complete labeled subgraphs of events and
times, enabling learners to make consistent assumptions in this regard.
4.3.1 Ensuring Dense Graphs
A completely labeled graph would be ideal, but labeling n(n−1)/2 edges is prohibitive. We
approximate completeness by creating locally complete graphs over neighboring sentences.
The resulting graph for a document is strongly connected, but not complete. Specifically,
the following edge types are included:
1. Event-Event, Event-Time, and Time-Time pairs in the same sentence
2. Event-Event, Event-Time, and Time-Time pairs between the current and next sentence
3. Event-DCT pairs for every event in the text (DCT is the document creation time).
4. Time-DCT pairs for every time expression in the text.
That all such edges are labeled is enforced via an annotation tool.
Temporal Relations
TimeBank corpus uses 14 relations based on the 13 core Allen interval relations. TempE-
val contests have used both a small set of relations (TempEval-1) and the larger set of 14
relations (TempEval-3).
4Revealed by the previous sentence (not shown here).
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In our labeling scheme we use six relations: before, after, includes, is included, simulta-
neous, and vague. Using all interval relations appeared too difficult in preliminary analysis
due to the difficulty of annotating so many pairs, many of which require a great deal of ef-
fort to resolve ambiguity. We leave the assessment of the added benefit for systems of being
able to make more fine-grained distinctions to future work. Here, we lean toward higher
annotator agreement. 5
Enforcing Annotation We use a new tool that reads TimeML formatted text, and com-
putes the set of required edges.6 Annotators are prompted to assign a label for each edge,
and skipping edges is prohibited. The tool uses transitivity in Allen’s interval algebra to
infer relations the ordering annotations explicitly provided by the annotator. For example, if
event e1 IS INCLUDED in t1, and t1 BEFORE e2, the tool automatically labels e1 BEFORE e2.
The transitivity inference takes place after each annotation. Thus, the following properties
of the resulting annotation are ensured: the graph (1) is strongly connected, (2) is consistent
with no contradictions, and (3) has all required edges labeled. These properties differentiate
our corpus from all prior corpora.
4.3.2 Annotation Guidelines
Since the annotation tool frees the annotators from the decision of when to label an edge,
the focus is now what to label each edge. This section describes the guidelines for dense
annotation.
The 80% Confidence Rule
The decision to label an edge as VAGUE instead of a defined temporal relation is critical.
We adopted an 80% rule that instructed annotators to choose a specific non-vague relation
5For instance, a relation like starts is a special case of includes if events are viewed as open intervals, and
immediately before is a special case of before. We avoid this overlap and only use includes and before
6We thank Nate Chambers for programming the tool.
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if they are 80% confident that it was the writer’s intent that a reader infer that relation. By
not requiring 100% confidence, we allow for alternative interpretations that conflict with the
chosen edge label as long as that alternative is sufficiently unlikely. In practice, annotators
had different interpretations of what constitutes 80% certainty, and this generated much
discussion. We mitigated these disagreements with the following rule.
Majority Annotator Agreement
An edge’s final label is the relation that received a majority of annotator votes, otherwise it
is marked VAGUE. If a document has 2 annotators, both have to agree on the relation or it is
labeled VAGUE. A document with 3 annotators requires 2 to agree, and 4 annotators require
3 to agree. This agreement rule acts as a check to our 80% confidence rule, backing off to
VAGUE when decisions are uncertain (arguably, this is the definition of VAGUE).
In addition to the above, we created other guidelines to encourage consistent labelings.
Several of these are inspired by Bethard and Martin (2008).
Modal and Conditional Events
Modal and conditional events are interpreted with a possible worlds analysis. The core
event was treated as having occurred, whether or not the text implied that it had occurred.
For example,
They [EVENT expect] him to [EVENT cut] costs throughout the organization.
This event pair is ordered (expect before cut) since the expectation occurs before the cut-
ting (in the possible world where the cutting occurs). Negated events and hypotheticals are
treated similarly. One assumes the event does occur, and all other events are ordered ac-
cordingly. Negated states like “is not anticipating” are interpreted as though the anticipation
occurs, and surrounding events are ordered with regard to its presumed temporal span.
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Aspectual Events
Aspectual events are annotated as IS INCLUDED in their event arguments. For instance,
events that describe the manner in which another event is performed are considered encom-
passed by the broader event. Consider the following example:
The move may [EVENT help] [EVENT prevent] Martin Ackerman from mak-
ing a run at the computer-services concern.
This event pair is assigned the relation (help IS INCLUDED in prevent) because the help
event is not meaningful on its own. It describes the proportion of the preventing accounted
for by the move. In TimeBank, the intentional action class is used instead of the aspectual
class in this case, but we still consider it covered by this guideline.
Events that Attribute a Property
Events that attribute a property to a person or event are interpreted to end when the entity
ends. For instance, ‘the talk is nonsense’ evokes a nonsense event with an end point that
coincides with the end of the talk.
Time Expressions
The words now and today were given “long now” interpretations if the words could be
replaced with nowadays and not change the meaning of their sentences. The time’s duration
starts sometime in the past and INCLUDES the DCT. If nowadays is not suitable, then the
now was INCLUDED IN the DCT.
Generic Events
Generic events can be ordered with respect to each other, but must be VAGUE with respect
to nearby non-generic events.
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We chose a subset of TimeBank documents for TimeBank-Dense (Cassidy et al., 2014).
This provided a reliable labeling of which words were events and time expressions. Using
the tool described above, we annotated 36 randomly selected documents with at least two
annotators each. These 36 documents led to an annotation of 4 times as many relations as
the entire 183 document TimeBank.
The author of this thesis and three collaborators were the annotators.7 All four anno-
tated the same initial document, conflicts and disagreements were discussed, and guidelines
were updated accordingly. The rest of the documents were then annotated independently.
Document annotation was not random, but we mixed pairs of authors where time constraints
allowed. 4.1 shows the relation counts in the final corpus, and 4.2 gives the annotator agree-
ment. We show precision (holding one annotation as gold) and kappa. Micro-averaged
precision was 65.1%, compared to TimeBank’s 77%. Kappa ranged from .56-.64, a slight
drop from TimeBank’s .71.
The vague relation makes up 46% of the relations. This is the first empirical count of
how many temporal relations in news articles are truly vague.
Our lower agreement is likely due to the more difficult task. 4.4 breaks down the indi-
vidual disagreements. The most common disagreements pertained to the VAGUE relation.
Practically speaking, VAGUE was applied to the final graph if either annotator chose it. This
seems appropriate since a disagreement between two annotators implies that the relation is
vague.
The following example illustrates the difficulty of labeling edges with a VAGUE relation:
No one was hurt, but firefighters ordered the evacuation of nearby homes and
said they’ll monitor the shifting ground.
7Bill McDowell, Nate Chambers, and Steve Bethard were the other annotators.
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Annotated Relation Count
BEFORE 2590 INCLUDES 836
AFTER 2104 INCLUDED IN 1060
SIMULTAN. 215 VAGUE 5910
Total Relations: 12715
Table 4.1 The number of relations of each type in the TimeBank-Dense corpus.
Annotators # Links Prec Kappa
A and B 9282 .65 .56
A and D 1605 .72 .63
B and D 279 .70 .64
C and D 1549 .65 .57
Table 4.2 Agreement between different annotators.
Both of our annotators chose VAGUE to label ordered and said. It is unclear if one was
before the other. However, they disagreed on evacuation with monitor. One chose VAGUE,
but the other chose IS INCLUDED. There is a valid interpretation where monitoring is a
process that already began, so the evacuation occurs within the longer monitoring event.
Does this interpretation reach 80% confidence? It did for one annotator, but not the other.
In the face of such a disagreement, the graph is ultimately labeled VAGUE.
How often did these disagreements occur? VAGUE can come from 3 sources: (1) mutual
vague: all annotators agree it is vague, (2) partial vague: one annotator chooses vague, but
the other does not, and (3) no vague: annotators choose conflicting non-vague relations. 4.3
shows the frequency of this split. Annotators fully agree on 28% of VAGUE relations, and
partially on 55%. Only 17% of these are due to hard conflicts.
# Vague
Mutual VAGUE 1657 (28%)
Partial VAGUE 3234 (55%)
No VAGUE 1019 (17%)
Table 4.3 VAGUE relation origins. Partial vague: one annotator does not choose vague. No
vague: neither annotator chooses vague.
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b a i ii s v
b 1776 22 88 37 21 192
a 17 1444 32 102 9 155
i 71 34 642 45 23 191
ii 81 76 40 826 31 230
s 12 8 25 28 147 29
v 500 441 289 356 64 1197
Table 4.4 Relation agreement between the two main annotators. Most disagreements in-
volved whether or not a relation should be VAGUE.
4.5 Sieve-Based Temporal Ordering
The sieve architecture applies a sequence of temporal relation classifiers, one at a time,
to label the edges of a graph of events and time expressions Chambers et al. (2014). The
individual classifiers are called sieves, and each sieve passes its temporal relation decisions
on to the next sieve. The input to each sieve is the partially labeled graph from the previous
sieves. These previous decisions can help inform a sieve’s own decisions. The sieves are
ordered by precision using a development set. Given unlabeled data the sieves are applied
in that order.
The sieve architecture enforces the precision preference rule: the nth sieve may not la-
bel edge e if one of the previous n−1 sieves has already labeled it. The sieve architecture
also facilitates seamless enforcement of transitivity constraints. Unorganized sets of clas-
sifiers often produce mutually inconsistent labelings. In our sieve architecture we avoid
inconsistency by propagating by inferring relations via interval relation transitivity after the
application of each sieve. In fact, because decisions made by a given sieve cannot be over-
ridden, the nth sieve is barred from adding an edge inconsistent with what can be inferred
from the previous n−1 sieves. Transitive inference is run after each stage, so it is not pos-
sible to relabel an already inferred edge. Transitive inferences are made whenever possible
(e.g., A before B and B includes C infers A before C). The only relation that does not imply
new edges is VAGUE.
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We utilize the sieve architecture to seamlessly integrate a variety of classifiers. In this
thesis we describe a sieve architecture based on deterministic, rule-based classifiers and
machine learned classifiers. The following subsections describe both types of models.
4.5.1 Deterministic Sieves
The most precise sieves come from linguistic insight. The deterministic sieves are collec-
tions of hand-crafted rules specified primarily in terms of the syntactic and semantic proper-
ties available to the machine learned classifiers. However, the intuition behind these rules is
not easily captured by current machine learning based approaches. Applying high precision
deterministic rules first prevents high recall machine learned classifiers from mislabeling
sometimes obvious pairs.
Verb/Timex Adjacency
Many prepositions in English carry either explicit (e.g., before, during) or implicit temporal
semantics (e.g., in, over). Several are so reliable that a simple series of rules can label
event-timex edges with very high precision. This Verb/Timex Adjacency sieve thus applies
to event words and time expressions that are connected by a direct path in the syntactic parse
tree, as well as all event/time pairs such that the event is at most 2 tokens before the time
expression.
Time expressions under a preposition are handled with specific rules. For instance, in,
on, over, during, and within all resolve to IS INCLUDED. The prepositions for, at, and
throughout resolve to SIMULTANEOUS. In the absence of a preposition, a timex might
simply be a modifier of the verb. The following is one such example.
Police confirmed Friday that the body found along a highway...
The confirmed event IS INCLUDED in Friday. The edge between an event and a di-
rect time modifier all default to IS INCLUDED. The overall precision of this sieve on the
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development set is 92%, the top performer.
Reporting Event with DCT
Newspaper articles contain an abundance of reporting events (e.g., said, reply, tell). We
crafted a targeted sieve to handle this genre-specific phenomena. Since the document cre-
ation time is often the day of the reporting events, edges between reporting events and the
DCT are labeled as IS_INCLUDED. This is essentially a high baseline for event-DCT
edges. One of the advantages of the sieve-based architecture is that this sieve can be placed
later in the cascade of sieves. More sophisticated reasoners run before this one, making more
informed decisions when appropriate, and this sieve cleans up the remaining reporting-DCT
edges that are still unlabeled.
Reporting Event with Dominated Event
We also created rules for event-event pairs in which a reporting event governs another event.
Patterns exhibited by these pairs are often simple enough to specify by intuition, such that
a few general rules can handle most instances. Statistical classifiers may capture these
patterns, but tend to be less precise.
The following is a sampling of these rules, where gov is the governing event and dep the
dependent. These rules are based only on the tense and grammatical aspect of the events.
1. If gov is present, and dep is past
then (gov AFTER dep)
2. If gov is present, and dep is present perfect
then (gov AFTER dep)
3. If gov is present, and dep is future
then (gov BEFORE dep)
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4. If gov is past, and dep is past perfective
then (gov AFTER dep)
5. If gov is past, and dep is past progressive
then (gov IS INCLUDED dep)
General Event with Dominated Event
We generalized the above reporting-event sieve to apply to all types of events. This is a type
of ’backoff’ that handles the non-reporting event pairs in syntactic constructs where one
event immediately dominates another. It operates similar to the preceding sieve and uses
event features like tense and aspect to make its decisions. However, unlike the preceding,
the decisions are split into different rule sets based on the specific typed dependency relation
that connects the two events. We have separate rules for the following: nsubj, dobj, xcomp,
ccomp, advcl, and conj.
For instance, if one event is the dobj of the other, the relation IS INCLUDED is chosen if
the event class of the governor is ASPECTUAL. This covers phrases like, “starting to leave”,
where the governing verb is within the broader event (the grammatical object). The rules
for advcl dependency relations depend not on the event classes, but on the specific adverb
that is used. We included rules for adverbs like until, once, after, before, etc. that directly
map to an ordering relation.
WordNet Rules
Determining whether two words are precisely co-referent is notoriously difficult (Hovy
et al., 2013). Synonymous words, or even those sharing the same surface form may be
only partially co-referent and thus likely labeled VAGUE by annotators. For example, news
articles often specify what two people think or say without revealing temporal ordering. Our
WordNet sieve labels event-event edges based on whether they share the same lemma and
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whether they are members of the same synset. Event-event edges whose events share the
same lemma, or are each a member of the same synset are labeled VAGUE.
Timex-Timex Relations
One of the most precise sieves is a small set of deterministic rules that address relations
between time expressions (including the DCT). This sieve uses the normalized time values
for time expressions to compare their start and end times. Given two time spans with defined
starting and ending time points, the temporal relation is unambiguous.
Some time expressions do not have clear start and end points, such as abstract references
to the past, present, or future. This sieve classifies such cases based on intuition. For in-
stance, a past reference and a future reference are labeled BEFORE. If the abstract references
are the same, then VAGUE is typically applied.
Reichenbach Rules
Reichenbach (1947) defined the role played by the various tenses of English verbs in con-
veying temporal information in a discourse. Each tense is distinguished in terms of the
relative ordering of the following time points:
• Point of speech (S) The time at which an act of speech is performed.
• Point of event (E) The time at which the the event referred to by the verb occurs.
• Point of reference (R) A single time with respect to which S is ordered by choice of one
dimension of tense, and to which E is ordered by choice of another.
Reichenbach’s account maps the set of possible orderings of S, E, and R, where each
pair of elements can be ordered with < (before), = (simultaneous), or > (after), onto a set of
tense names given by: {anterior,simple, posterior}×{past, present, f uture}. The relative
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Simple Past: John left the room
E,R S
Anterior Past: John had left the room
E R S
Posterior Past: (I did not know that) John would leave the room
R E,S
Fig. 4.2 Timelines in which the ordering S < R is fixed because the verb to leave is in the
past tense.
ordering of E and R is indicated by the first dimension, while that of S and R is given by the
second. 4.2 depicts examples of the ordering R < S.
Similar to Derczynski and Gaizauskas (2013) we map a subset of Reichenbach’s tense’s
onto pairs of TimeML tense and aspect attribute values, which are given below:
{simple, per f ect, progressive}×{past, present, f uture} (4.1)
here, the first dimension is grammatical aspect and the second is tense. We refer to an
event’s tense/aspect combination as its tense-aspect profile. Consider two events e1 and e2
associated with S1/E1/R1 and S2/E2/R2. Intuitively, given R1 = R2 and the time point or-
derings for each event (derived from its tense-aspect profile) we can enumerate the possible
interval relations that might hold between E1 and E2, which we can interpret as a disjunc-
tion of the possible orderings of e1 and e2 (Derczynski and Gaizauskas, 2013). We identify
a subset of tense/aspect profile pairs that unambiguously yield an interval relation from our
six relations, and implement them as rules in the Reichenbach Sieve. Three such rules are
given here:
1. If e1 is past/simple and e2 is past/perfect
then (e1 AFTER e2)
2. If e1 is future/simple and e2 is present/perfect
then (e1 AFTER e2)
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3. If e1 is past/simple and e2 is future/simple
then (e1 BEFORE e2)
The Reichenbach sieve achieved a precision of 61% on the entire dataset, and 91% when
links labeled VAGUE were excluded, a notably larger increase over other sieves. The lower
61% is primarily due to the abundance of non-canonical usages of various tense/aspect
profiles. For example, the present tense may convey habitual action, an event conveyed with
the future tense within a quotation may have already occurred, the present perfect may be
used to indicate that an event occurred at least once in the past, etc.)
All Vague
The majority class baseline for this task is to label all edges as VAGUE. This sieve is added
to the end of the gauntlet, labeling any remaining unlabeled edges.
4.5.2 Machine Learned Sieves
Current state-of-the-art models for event ordering are machine learned classifiers. In the
latest TempEval contest UzZaman et al. (2013) the two best performing systems used su-
pervised classifiers (Bethard, 2013; Chambers, 2013b). We take advantage of the sieve
architecture by adapting these systems to create separate machine learned sieves for various
types of edges. The resulting models are treated as sieves, thus they are subject to the preci-
sion preference rule and are ordering according to performance on the dev set. All models
use the MaxEnt classifier from the Stanford CoreNLP system with its default settings. Be-
low we describe the features for each sieve. All models here stem from Bethard (2013) and
Chambers (2013b).
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Event-Event Features
Text order normalized (put the first event first)
Boolean: syntactically dominates or is-dominated
Boolean: is there an event in between these two?
Syntactic parse tree path between the events
Typed dependency edge path between the events
Token n-grams
POS tag n-grams
Pairs of tense, aspect, event class
Prepositions attached to each event, if any
Fig. 4.3 Features for intra-sentence event-event edges.
Event-Event Edges
We created three different sieves for event-event edges. They use the same features, but are
trained and applied in different settings.
1. intra-sentence: Label edges between all event pairs that occur in the same sentence.
2. intra-sentence dominance: Label edges between all event pairs that occur in the same sentence
and one event dominates the other in the sentence’s syntactic parse tree.
3. inter-sentence: Label edges between all event pairs that occur in neighboring sentences.
The features for these classifiers are summarized in figure 4.3. The POS tag features for
each event include its previous two tags, the event word’s tag, and the POS bigram ending
on the event word. A POS bigram is also created from the POS tag of each event. The token
word, its lemma, its WordNet synset, and the token bigram from each event word are also
used. Various syntactic features are used, including preposition words that dominate either
event, boolean dominance features if one event is above the other in the parse tree, the parse
path between the two events (append the non-terminals together), and the typed dependency
path between the two. Finally, we features based on events’ tense, aspect, and class (e.g., if
both events are past tense, then the feature’s value is ‘past past’).
The final CAEVO system includes both intra-sentence learners, but not inter-sentence.
The latter’s precision was not high enough to warrant its inclusion. This result mirrors recent
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Event-Time Features
POS tags of event
Token, lemma of event
Tense, aspect, class of event
Bigram of event and time expression words
Token path from event to time
Syntactic parse tree path between the event and time
Typed dependency edge path between the events
Boolean: syntactically dominates or is-dominated
Boolean: time expression concludes sentence?
Boolean: time expression day of week?
Full time expression phrase
Fig. 4.4 Features for event-time edges.
TempEval competition results. Inter-sentence event relations are difficult and continue to be
an area of future research.
Event-Time Edges
We created two different sieves for labeling edges between an event and a time expression.
Similar to the event-event distinction, one classifier applies to intra-sentence edges and the
other to inter-sentence. The features for these classifiers are shown in 4.4. The same features
from the above event-event classifier are used where applicable. These include dependency
parse paths, syntactic dominance, and event features with POS tags and token context. Fea-
tures specific to event-time edges include the event word’s tense, aspect, and class (included
independently from the time expression). Time features included a boolean feature if it was
a day of the week, the head word of the expression, and the entire expression if it is more
than one word. A boolean feature indicating if the time expression ended the sentence is
also included.
Event-DCT Edges
Temporal relations between events and the document creation time (DCT) are separately
classified. The features for this sieve are entirely in terms of the event word, including its
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POS tag, the two previous POS tags, event lemma, WordNet synset, token unigrams from a
window of size 2, and event attributes: tense, aspect, and class. Since this sieve uses no DCT
specific features, it can be viewed as a single-event classifier. We also experimented with a
number of rule-based sieves for Event-DCT classification, but they were all outperformed
by the machine-learning sieve on the training and development sets.
ClearTK and NavyTime
The most recent TempEval-3 competition featured several working systems for temporal or-
dering. The two top performing systems, ClearTK (Bethard, 2013) and NavyTime (Cham-
bers, 2013b), used machine learned classifiers for the main types of edges. We ran ClearTK
as a sieve without feature alteration, as it was applied in the competition. NavyTime was in-
tegrated into our setting more deeply, and we developed its feature set beyond its TempEval-
3 entry. In fact, the machine learning sieves described above are variants of NavyTime’s
classifiers. For a more accurate comparison to CAEVO, ClearTK and NavyTime are re-
trained on TimeBank-Dense. Results are reported below. Neither system used transitivity
to maintain consistent labelings, so plugging them into the CAEVO architecture provided
further performance boosts to their original results.
4.5.3 The Complete Sieve Gauntlet
We now present the list of sieves used in the final CAEVO system. Although the final
system contains 12 sieves, we experimented with over 25 different classifiers. The 12 sieves





Transitive closure is not included when calculating precision. All sieves were ranked ac-
cording to precision, and then placed in order from highest to lowest. Sieves with a precision
lower than the All Vague baseline were removed. 4.5 shows the final ordered gauntlet of
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Ordered Sieves
Dev Test
Sieve Brief Description P R P R
Verb/Time Adjacent Rules for edges between one verbal
event and one Timex
.92 .01 .74 .01
TimeTime Rules for edges between two Timex .88 .02 .90 .02
Reporting Governor Rules for when a reporting event domi-
nates an event
.69 .01 .91 .01
Reichenbach Rules following Reichenbach theory for
edges between two events
.63 .02 .67 .03
General Governor Rules for edges where one event domi-
nates another via typed dependencies
.63 .04 .51 .02
WordNet Rules for edges between two
events/times based on WordNet
synonym lookup
.52 .02 .57 .01
Reporting DCT Rules for reporting events and the DCT 1.0 .00 1.0 .00
ML-E-T SameSent Trained classifier for event-time edges .50 .03 .42 .03
ML-E-E SameSent Trained classifier for all intra-sentence
event-event edges
.45 .11 .44 .10
ML-E-E Dominate Trained classifier for edges where one
event syntactically dominates another
.41 .05 .44 .05
ML-E-DCT Trained classifier for all event-DCT
edges
.40 .06 .53 .07
AllVague Labels all edges as VAGUE .38 .38 .40 .40
Table 4.5 The final order of sieves in CAEVO. Precision was computed on the development
set. ReportingDCT only matched one rule, but matched more in training, so we moved its
uncertainty after the other rule-based sieves.
sieves (Chambers et al., 2014).
4.6 Experiments and Results
We now present the first experiments on the TimeBank-Dense corpus. These experiments
highlight two separate contributions. The first is a new approach to temporal ordering, the
CAEVO architecture with a cascade of classifiers (Chambers et al., 2014). The second is an
evaluation of an ordering system on the densest event graphs to date (Cassidy et al., 2014).
We provide results for each sieve and compare these with NavyTime and ClearTK.
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System Comparison
System P R F1
ClearTK .397 .091 .147
ClearTK Dense .495 .094 .158
ClearTK Dense VAGUE .460 .426 .442
NavyTime Dense VAGUE .485 .415 .447
Baseline: All Vague .405 .405 .405
CAEVO .508 .506 .507
Table 4.6 Comparison with top systems. The “Dense” systems were retrained on TimeBank-
Dense. The “VAGUE” systems were optimized to label unknown edges as vague.
All sieves were developed on and motivated by the TimeBank-Dense training data. Pre-
cision was initially computed on the development set, and final sieve ordering is based on
individual performance. Final performance is reported on the test set.
We compare against the All Vague baseline that labels all edges as VAGUE.
We include ClearTK in three different configurations: (1) the base TempEval-3 system,
(2) retrained models on TimeBank-Dense, and (3) retrained and altered to output a VAGUE
relation where it normally would have skipped the decision. For additional comparison,
we include the second place TempEval-3 system, NavyTime, also retrained on TimeBank-
Dense to include VAGUE in its possible relation set. Results are shown in 4.6. The optimized
TempEval 3 systems ultimately achieve ∼44 F1. CAEVO outperforms at 50.7 F1, improv-
ing over the top TempEval 3 systems by 14% relative F1.
Previous work has attempted to take advantage of transitive closure in individual classi-
fications (Chambers and Jurafsky, 2008; Yoshikawa et al., 2009). Such efforts could not be
adequately evaluated, however, due to the lack of density in available corpora. We calcu-
lated the precision of edges labeled directly by the sieves, and the precision of edges inferred
via transitivity. 4.7 shows these results. The labels inferred via transitivity actually achieve
better performance than the directly classified edges. Precision of transitive edges is 54%
compared to the lower 50% from edges directly predicted by the sieves.
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CAEVO Component Ablation
P R F1
System with only ML Sieves .458 .202 .280
+ Rule-Based Sieves .486 .240 .321
+ Transitivity .505 .328 .398
+ All Vague Sieve .507 .507 .507
Direct Sieve Predictions .498 .398 .442
Predictions from Transitivity .544 .109 .182
Table 4.7 System precision on the test set with and without transitivity, and precision of
transitive labels.
Table 4.8 breaks down precision by edge type. The edges between two time expres-
sions are by far the most reliable, but these are also scarce. Edges between an event and
the DCT show 55% precision, while event-event and event-time edges achieve the lowest
performance at 49%. These results show the importance of linking events to the available
time expressions. While far less numerous, they are an easier set to classify. Combined
with a transitive closure procedure, it is clear that time expression edges greatly assist in
populating the graph where event-event decisions alone might make mistakes. Consider the
following example:
Also today, King Hussein of Jordan arrived in Washington seeking to me-
diate the Persian Gulf crisis.
President Bush on Tuesday said the United States may extend its naval quar-
antine to Jordan ’s Red Sea port of Aqaba to shut off Iraq ’s last unhindered trade
route.
Here, the Time-Time sieve determines that today is after Tuesday. It follows then, by transi-





Edge Type Total P/R/F1
Event-Event Edges 1427 .494
Event-Time Edges 423 .494
Event-DCT 311 .553
Time-Time Edges 59 .712
Table 4.8 The number of edges for each type, and the system’s overall precision on each.
Since CAEVO labels all possible edges, precision and recall are the same.
Per-Relation Performance
Relation P R F1
BEFORE .52 .45 .49
AFTER .55 .38 .45
INCLUDES .44 .21 .28
IS INCLUDED .57 .43 .49
SIMULTANEOUS .71 .31 .43
VAGUE .48 .66 .56
Table 4.9 Performance on individual relation types.
4.7 Discussion
These are the first experiments on event ordering where the document event graphs were
annotated so as to guarantee high density of relations and strong connectivity (Cassidy et al.,
2014; Chambers et al., 2014). Most related to our experiments is the dense annotation work
of Do et al. (2012), but as they did not force annotators to label every pair, unannotated
pairs in their corpus are ambiguous between a VAGUE relation and a relation that was simply
missed by the annotators. This ambiguity causes problems for evaluation that are not present
in a corpus where annotators were required to annotate all pairs.
Constructing event ordering systems that will be evaluated on dense, strongly connected
document event graphs is fundamentally different than optimizing a system to label a subset
of edges. The latter type of system does not address the task of temporal relation identifi-
cation. This can be seen in the performance of the ClearTK system, which achieved the top
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performance (36.26) on the sparse relation task of TempEval 2013, but performed dramat-
ically worse (15.8) on our dense relation task. ClearTK was not designed for our setting,
but the difference in performance illustrates our broader point that the two tasks - tempo-
ral relation classification vs. temporal relation identification - are fundamentally different.
We also presented the first sieve-based architecture for event/time ordering Chambers et al.
(2014). By inferring relations via transitive closure, the CAEVO architecture facilitates the
development of specific classifiers for local decisions, relegating constraint enforcement to
the background. The system architecture provides several intangible benefits: (1) seam-
less integration of new and existing classifiers, (2) extremely quick ablation experiments by
adding/removing sieves, and (3) specific classifiers can be developed that are agnostic to
global constraints, because the constraints apply only to sieve output.
Overall, the results are promising. The All-Vague baseline is quite strong, but CAEVO
achieved an F1 of 50.7, a full 10 F1 points higher, and a 14% relative increase over the top
two systems in TempEval 3. This difference is calculated based on the adapted versions
of these systems after retraining them with TimeBank-Dense. The largest factor contribut-
ing to this gain is the enforcement of global constraints. Transitive closure alone boosted
performance by about 10%.
Finally, we note that a lot of effort was put into linguistically motivated rule-based clas-
sifiers. The overall gain from these high precision sieves was 2 F1 points. The Reichen-
bach sieve’s application of a more traditional linguistic theory of time helped increase per-
formance. Error analysis supports the claim that there are inherent difficulties in relying
entirely on tense and aspect for ordering decisions. In fact, it is likely that a variety of
properties beyond the lexical level are at play (see, for example, Dowty (1986)).
CAEVO and its code will soon be publicly available.8 In addition to temporal clas-
sification (the focus of this paper), it also automatically extracts events and time expres-
sions (Chambers et al., 2014), enabling it to take raw text as input and output dense event/time
8See Chambers et al. (2014), to appear in 2014
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graphs. The TimeBank-Dense corpus will also be made publicly available, as well as the
new annotation tool that forced annotators to label all edges. 9 The tool makes transitive
inferences as annotators progress, and should encourage further dense data creation for re-
search in temporal relation extraction.
9See Cassidy et al. (2014) for more details.
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Chapter 5
Temporal Knowledge Base Population
5.1 Overview
Information about eventualities is often scattered across multiple documents. This is partic-
ularly true for information about long-term fluent relations that involve named entities, as
conveyed in documents that focus on a particular period of time, or event. A sentence may
indicate that a relation starts, ends, or that it is ongoing at a particular time, but it is rare that
both the precise start and end times of relations are provided – often, they are irrelevant.
Such information is conveyed in text at varying levels of completeness and specificity. For
instance, “Collins, ..., is a 61-year-old veteran who went 444-434 in six seasons as a man-
ager, 1994-1996 with Houston” offers completeness at a coarse granularity. Conversely,
“Ivory Coast President Laurent Gbagbo on state television Friday dissolved parliament”
conveys temporal information about an arbitrary part of Gbagbo’s presidency at a finer gran-
ularity: the relation holds at the time the document creation time (DCT). The start date of
this relation is likely irrelevant, and the end date may not have occurred. Single instances in
which a relation of interest is related to a temporal expression often fail to contain complete,
fine-grained temporal information. Thus, it is necessary to aggregate information from mul-




Aggregating temporal information about such relations requires the ability to identify
the relevant documents and to integrate facts - possibly redundant, possibly complementary,
possibly in conflict - expressed in these documents. In reality, even humans often must deal
with vague and/or conflicting temporal information across documents, and a system must
furthermore deal with the fact that each single temporal relationship it proposes is potentially
false. Robust aggregation of temporal information in the face of inconsistencies remains an
unsolved problem. Practically speaking, we may want to use the extracted information
to augment an existing data base, which may not accommodate temporally contradictory
possible worlds.
In this chapter we address these challenges, taking The Temporal Slot Filling (TSF) task
of the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) Text Analysis Conference
(TAC)’s Knowledge Base Population (KBP) track (Ji et al., 2011; Surdeanu, 2013) as a test
tube case. NIST is a United States government organization whose Information Technol-
ogy laboratory started the Text Analysis Conference in 2008. The conference is a series of
workshops where researchers present their findings after designing a system to perform a
well-defined, defined data-driven task, the output of which is evaluated quantitatively. Eval-
uation campaigns like TAC encourage work in a particular area, establish benchmarks and
improve evaluation metrics, encourage collaboration among scientists as well as implemen-
tation of theoretical methods. The broad goal of the KBP track is to “develop and evaluate
technologies for building and populating knowledge bases (KBs) about named entities from
unstructured text”.1 The TSF task addresses the fact that things change. People, organiza-
tions, other things, and events, and their inter-relationships, are ephemeral. A knowledge
base that aims to accurately capture the state of the world must take temporal information
into account. The task is to automatically extract the values of time dependent relation
types for people and organizations, from the documents in a corpus. This information is
1http://www.nist.gov/tac/2013/KBP/index.html (2013 KBP Track Homepage)
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augmented with corresponding temporal information, and is used to populate a knowledge
base (e.g. “James Parsons” lived in “San Diego, CA” “from 1999 to 2001”).
Automated knowledge base population systems are powerful because they can popu-
late existing knowledge bases with information scattered throughout a tremendous amount
of electronic documents at a rate that is impossible for humans to perform manually. Re-
cent research on temporal information extraction advances traditional temporal information
extraction from a single-document to a cross-document paradigm, so that much richer infor-
mation can be discovered from large-scale corpora using cross-document aggregation. This
new setting presents new challenges pertaining to temporal information representation, an-
notation acquisition and system design. Various theories have been proposed in the literature
to represent temporal information, but most of the previous work has focused on temporal
relations extracted from single documents. Based on the previous representations, it is dif-
ficult to construct a temporal knowledge base or a timeline of events across documents. We
adopt a four-tuple Amigo et al. (2011) representation that was designed for the TSF task to
accommodate incomplete information, uncertainty, and different temporal granularities.
The lack of annotated data presents another significant challenge for TSF systems. Dis-
tant supervision (Mintz et al., 2009) has been shown to be an effective method for generating
training data automatically using a structured knowledge base and an unlabeled unstruc-
tured corpus. In comparison to the relation extraction task in which temporal information
is ignored, applying this framework to obtain training data for the TSF task presents two
unique challenges: (i) More noise is introduced in the labeling process, (ii) Large amounts
of features are required to generalize complicated contexts, which makes learning super-
vised models unfeasible.
Determining the nature of the correspondence between a temporal expression and fluent
mentioned in text is even difficult for humans. Furthermore, the quality of explicit anno-
tation of these correspondences can only be high to the extent that the possible labels for
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relation-to-time pairs reflects the true set of possible temporal relationships between fluents
and time expressions. Though not all relations and time periods may be conceptualized as
temporal intervals, such idealized cases are the focus of this chapter. This seemingly clear-
cut annotation setting presents problems when the resulting individual annotation decisions
made in isolation must be aggregated. The task of aggregation demands that annotation
scheme designers face the prospect of inconsistent information (such as distinct relation
start dates) as well as vague, context-dependent expressions (such as “three months ago”)
head on.
Evidence for a particular relation’s temporal anchoring is multifaceted and often requires
background knowledge and inference. For one thing, typical patterns can be used to infer
likely sequences of events (Chambers, 2013a), or sequences of relation arguments for a
particular named entity. For example, people tend to hold one job before moving to another,
thus the end of a person’s employment at a given organization is likely to precede the start of
their subsequent tenure of employment. If the order between two particular relations’ start
and/or end times is known with certainty, then temporal information about one constitutes
temporal information about the other. For example, the sentence,
“After leaving the Times Smith taught at USC”
provides constraints on two employment relations for Smith. The publication date of an
article written by Smith for the Times is most likely prior to Smith’s employment at USC.
We know of no work prior to our own to attempt to explicitly utilize this latter type of
information as known background knowledge in temporal information extraction on a cross-
document basis.
Another key challenge of TSF lies in the fact that the relevant textual elements are often
separated by long contexts. Syntactic parsing can compress long contexts based on under-
lying dependency structures, revealing common syntactic patterns. However, applying NLP
tools to extract a deeper representation of the text tends to introduce errors. Furthermore, in
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cases where there is a short context, surface features can provide an appropriate generaliza-
tion.
This chapter provides an overview of the challenges of temporal information extraction
and aggregation for relations, general algorithmic framework/tools, and our state-of-the-
art algorithmic approaches to specific problems. We situate the TSF task in linguistic and
artificial intelligence theory, in particular the literature on event semantics and temporal
representation, though our main focus is on concrete temporal classification and structured
prediction solutions. Our novel approach exploits multi-level rich linguistic annotations to
improve the quality of temporal relationship annotations obtained via distant supervision,
using self-training and regression to reduce features and re-label classification instances. To
address the tradeoff between discriminative power gained by compressing contexts between
key entities in text and noise introduced by erroneous syntactic parsing we developed and
combined two complementary approaches to the temporal classification problem: a struc-
tured approach that captures long syntactic contexts using a dependency path kernel, and
a flat approach that exploits surface patterns and coarse grained dependency relations. We
address the problem of temporal information inconsistency by constraining, filtering, and
ranking temporal information about a given relation prior to aggregation. We address the
fact that temporal information about one relation may constitute that for another by ex-
tracting and utilizing such inter-relation information in structured form, and assessing its
impact. We also analyze the annotation process, addressing certain annotation challenges
by expanding the set of annotations and proposing a new aggregation algorithm for manual
temporal relation annotations.
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5.2 Temporal Slot Filling Task Formulation
5.2.1 Task Definition
A participant in the TSF task aims to extract relation mentions and augment them with
constraints on their temporal information. The task participant may be a human or system.
After a brief informal description of the task we define the TSF task. We then describe
the structure of the four-tuple temporal representation and explain how it factors into TSF
during the extraction as well as aggregation of temporal information about relations.
For a given named entity (NE), the goal of TSF is to search a corpus and extract constel-
lations, each consisting of:
• Mentions of relations that hold between a particular relation subject and object.
• Temporal information about the time during which the relation was true.
TSF is concerned with a subset of relations called fluents, which as opposed to static
relations are subject to change. That is, a relation for a particular NE need not have the
same object at all times. For example, employee_or_member_of is a fluent relation,
since one’s employer may change over time, whereas parents is a static relation:
• employee_or_member_of(John Smith, Company A, time1)
• employee_or_member_of(John Smith, Company B, time2)
• parents(John Smith, [Mary Smith, Bill Smith], John Smith’s lifetime and beyond)
It is possible for an NE to have more than one value for the same relation type at the same
time; e.g., time1 and time2 above might overlap.
This thesis examines in detail the following relation types:
spouse, title, employee_or_member_of, cities_of_residence,
statesorprovinces_of_residence, top_employees/members.
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All but the last take a person as the subject entity. The title relation type takes a string as
value, while the others take a real world NE (either a person or organization) as a value.




, where r is a relation type, q is the
subject or “query entity”, and f is the value or “filler” for the relation. For example, the
following sentence expresses the relation, ψ =title(Obama, President): “Obama was
elected the 44th president of the United States in 2008.”. Here, q denotes the person Barack
Obama, and f denotes a concept: the title, “President”. We formally distinguish between
the relation in question and the text content that serves as provenance for the relation. We
refer to this text content as y, by default, for a relation ψ , and call y a mention of ψ .
Our goal is to discover temporal information about relations between entities. Let R
denote our set of fluent relation types. We aim to find all relation mentions y∈Y of the types
r ∈ R in a corpus of documents D, each of whose subject argument q belong to a set of query
entities Q, and to discover temporal information associated with these relation mentions.
We assume that each relation mention discovered is associated with a single relation . There
may be more than one mention of the same relation in a corpus. For example, we may find
the sentence in the preceding paragraph in document da ∈D, while the sentence, “President
Obama gave a speech in March 2010 at a rally in Pennsylvania” might appear in another
document db. Both mentions refer to the same relation ψ =title(Obama, President). It is
not uncommon, at least in the genres of text explored in this thesis, for there to be multiple
mentions of a single fluent relation. Furthermore, it is rare that information about both the
start and end dates is expressed in a single relation mention. We now arrive at the central
question of this chapter: Given that the temporal information about a relation expressed in
the context of an isolated relation mention rarely includes both a precise start and end date,
how do we obtain and formally represent as complete an account of a relation’s anchoring
in the calendar time line as is collectively expressed by the contents of a corpus?




i, a set of pairs. Each pair
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consists of a relation ψ , the subject of which is q, and temporal item T which represents
the temporal information about ψ in the corpus.2 In this chapter all temporal items are





for a relation ψ is the result of applying a temporal information aggregation
procedure A to the set of all temporal items Tj pertaining to ψ found in the corpus. We
assume that each Tj is associated with an explicit mention y of ψ in a document. Thus,




j, to yield a single final
four-tuple T for ψ .3
For example, consider the two sentences above about ψ = title(Obama, President)
as relation mentions y1 and y2. A TSF participant should yield intermediate four-tuples, one
indicating that the relation starts in 2008 and another indicating that the relation holds true
in March of 2010. These relation mentions constitute I(ψ). An aggregation procedure A
should then yield a single, final four-tuple T that combines the piece-wise information about
ψ obtained from its mentions.
5.2.2 Note on Individuals and Mentions
We make no formal distinction between q and mentions of q, or f and mentions of f , since
these distinctions are not our primary focus. Thus we will refer to relation mentions using





2We adopt the notation {Xi}i to mean a finite set of N items, X0, . . .XN , for some integer N, whose items
we refer to by their index.
3While we assume that each four-tuple T is associated with a relation mention y, we allow for the possibility
that multiple four-tuples are associated with the same y.
4There is a substantial body of literature in Computational Linguistics and Natural Language Processing
focussed on the question of how to determine whether multiple entity mentions are co-referent , and a great
deal of work focussed on the question of how to determine the correct referent of a mention where the referents
are selected from a Knowledge Base .
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5.2.3 Provenance
The specification of evidence that supports a participant’s output is an important part of
many information extraction tasks. We refer to this type of evidence as provenance. Men-
tions are important because they serve as human readable evidence that some property of
an individual is expressed in a document. The nature of required provenance may vary de-
pending on individual type. An ideal and complete picture of provenance might comprise
mentions (possibly from multiple documents), individuals, and documentation of explicit
logical reasoning that makes use of linguistic and world knowledge, and would probably
draw on the notions of likelihood and consensus.
When mentions are provided as provenance there are two distinct goals that a partici-
pant might aim to accomplish. One goal is that the output accurately documents as much
evidence as possible that the text does indeed express what their output indicates. The other
goal is to make the output easily readable to a human and/or processable for a system. For
example, consider the relation SPOUSE(Bill Clinton, Hillary Clinton). As textual prove-
nance, a mention “Bill Clinton” might be preferred to “Bubba”, and might especially be
preferred over “his”, even if the relation mention is expressed by the text, “his wife Hillary
Clinton”. Similarly, both human and system users of TSF output might want access to a
four-tuple element as a normalized date (e.g. 2010-03-16), the way it appeared in the doc-
ument (e.g.“yesterday”), and may even want to know about any temporal expression used
to derive the normalized form (e.g. “March 17th, 2010”). The system we present in sec-
tion 5.5 keeps track of provenance as required by Surdeanu (2013). The reader may consult




We are interested in the start and end dates of a relation. Since a corpus may not express
in toto the start and end date of a relation, the way in which we represent the aggregate
temporal information should at least be able to provide a closer approximation of these
dates than what can a priori be assumed. Because we aim to combine temporal informa-
tion from isolated relation mentions, we need a representation that supports a well-defined
procedure to combine pieces of underspecified temporal information, in such a way that
the non-redundant portion of each piece is preserved. We adopt the four-tuple representa-
tion Amigo et al. (2011) for this purpose.
5.3.1 Basic Units
Let (Γ,≤) be a totally ordered set of time points, with ∞ and −∞ as supremum and in-
fimum, respectively. A temporal interval I is a subset of Γ of the form I = [γs,γe] :=
{γ ∈ Γ |γs ≤ γ ≤ γe}. Here γs and γe are the start and end points of γ . We derive time points
from the Gregorian calendar at the day-level granularity, in the form of dates, as per the ISO
8601 international standard. Thus from here on we consider Γ to be the set of calendar dates
augmented with positive and negative infinity. In theory, other granularity of time points
could be used, such as minutes, hours, months, years, etc. There is good reason to use the
day-level granularity of calendar time considering the tasks described below. The nature of
the relations we are concerned with, as well as the nature of the information sources we use
which consists of a corpus of mostly news articles and blog posts about news, dictates that
a level of granularity no finer than the day-level is appropriate. For one thing, it is quite rare
for a person’s or organization to participate in any of the relations in question for less than
a single day. In addition, it is rare that a person or organization’s status as being involved in
a relation of one of the types in question is explicitly connected in text to a particular hour,
minute, second, etc. On the other hand, a representation that defines points at a granularity
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more coarse than the day-level would force us to omit a great deal of valuable information
that might enable us to understand the order in which events have unfolded. In the source
data we use, it is quite common to see expressions about not only years but also months and
days explicitly tied to relations.
We represent a date as a string YYYY-DD-MM, where YYYY is a four-digit year, MM
is a two-digit month, and DD is a two-digit day. For example, the date March 5th, 2011
is represented as 2011-03-05. We denote the start time of ψ as ψs, and its end time as ψe
(at the day granularity). Even though the actual start and end times might be shorter than
a day (one might argue that they are infinitesimal moments), this chapter is concerned with
relations that tend almost exclusively to hold for a period greater than a day, and as such we
define ψs and ψe as the calendar dates that contain the moments of initiation and culmination
of ψ , respectively. We assume that each relation has only one start date, and one end date.
We interpret ψs =−∞ to mean that the relation has always held, and we interpret ψe =∞
to mean that, at the time of evaluation, still holds.5
We rely on intervals of dates in our representation of two distinct phenomena. First, we
say that the relations under consideration have a temporal extension in time. Second, we
are concerned with temporal expressions in text which we interpret as denoting intervals of
time. We couch extraction of temporal information about a relation as the task of discovering
the relationships between relation mentions and intervals of dates made salient by the text.
By salient interval, here, we one that should be seen by a reader as eligible to be asserted as
being related to the relation in question. We therefore define the temporal trace function τ ,
which maps temporal entities to their corresponding temporal interval (equation 5.1).
τ(ψ) = [ψs,ψe]; ψ is a relationτ(γ) = [γs,γe]; γ is a temporal expression (5.1)
Here, τ maps a relation ψ to an interval beginning at its start date and ending at its
5The time of evaluation in our case is the DCT of the latest date that any corpus document was created.
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end date. From here on, we omit the explicit application of τ for expository purposes un-
less necessary. We concern ourselves with γ which are strings in text that represent proper
intervals of dates made salient by the context in which a relation mention appears in text.
Of primary concern are intervals of dates which are naturally spoken about in terms of
the calendar, such as individual days, and discrete amounts of weeks, months, or years.
We interpret an individual day as an interval that starts and ends on the date in question:
τ(2014-05-01)= [2014-05-01,2014-05-01]. Time intervals of a coarser granularity are writ-
ten in string form as well by leaving values in YYYY-MM-DD unspecified. For example,
1999-MM-DD denotes the year 1999, and therefore τ(1999) = [1999-01-01,1999-12-31].
A text might make a temporal interval salient in a variety of ways. In this chapter we
focus primarily on temporal intervals that correspond to temporal expressions that directly
pick out times that can be expressed in a discrete number of calendar units. Furthermore, the
expressions in question should be such that their target interval of dates should be resolvable
within the context of the containing document.6 For example, “June 1st, 1995” is trivially
resolvable, while “last month” will probably be resolvable given the DCT. We therefore
generally ignore a great deal of salient temporal intervals, for example that which can be
derived from mentions of popular events (e.g., “During the Super Bowl last year, ...”).7
Temporal expression normalization, the process of mapping a temporal expression to an
interval of dates, is a rich line of research in its own right (Llorens et al., 2010b; Strötgen
and Gertz, 2010). We address it further only in the context of specific difficulties for human
annotators and TSF errors propagated from bad normalization. From here on we conflate
temporal expressions with their normalized values where the distinction is not relevant to
the discussion, thus, γ is used to represent both a temporal expression in text, and its nor-
malized interval value (τ(γ) in equation 5.1). Temporal expressions denoting a single date
are defined as denoting and interval that starts and ends at that date (e.g., “March 3rd, 2005”
6We assume that each document’s creation time (DCT) is given as a part of the document.
7There is, however, a sense in which existence based filtering (section 5.5.9) can be seen as interpreting a




Adopting an interval based representation of a relation’s extension in time is not as re-
strictive as it might initially seem. Even in this setting, augmenting a relation’s representa-
tion with temporal information need not consist of assigning it a concrete temporal interval,
complete with start and end dates. The work described in this chapter deals with extract-
ing temporal information about a given relation from mentions in isolated documents, yet
it is relatively rare that such complete information is readily inferred from text. Even if we
allow aggregation over temporal information about the same relation derived from multi-
ple documents, it is often the case that there is no indication anywhere in our information






two distinct dates, γ1 and γ2, the DCT’s of the following two sentences:
• “"Anyone who went on our tour of the Far East last year knows the strength of feeling
that Malaysians have for the club," United chief executive David Gill said.”;
• “Manchester United chief executive David Gill says Serbia defender Nemanja Vidic
has agreed terms on a new long-term deal at the club.”.
We may, however, explicitly approximate the start and end dates of relations by recording
temporal information in terms of the start and end dates, viewing them as unknowns to be
estimated (or bounded, to be exact). The four-tuple representation for temporal information
facilitates such an approximation. Furthermore, it accommodates many of the temporal re-
lationships that are typically implied in text to hold between relations and particular periods
of time mentioned. For instance, learning that a relation began in 1993 bounds, assuming
that the relation’s initiation took place in a day or less, the start date is bounded by 1993-
01-01 from below and by 1993-12-31 from above. Such temporal relationships mediate the
8For 10% of the query relations from the 2013 TSF shared task neither the start nor end time, at any
granularity, was found by annotators. See section 5.5.9.
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assignment of four-tuples to relation mentions in text (section 5.4.4).
5.3.2 Four-tuple Representation
Let ψ be a fluent relation. Let Tψ =
〈
t(1), t(2), t(3), t(4)
〉
be the four-tuple associated with ψ ,
according to a TSF participant P given information source S. Here, t(k) ∈ Γ; t(1) and t(2)
represent lower and upper bounds on ψs, respectively, and similarly t(3) and t(4) represent
the lower and upper bounds, respectively, of ψe, according to P given S. We deem Tψ valid
if and only if t(1) ≤ t(2) ∧ t(3) ≤ t(4) ∧ t(1) ≤ t(4), and correct if and only if t(1) ≤ ψs ≤
t(2)∧ t(3) ≤ ψe ≤ t(4). We deem a four-tuple T to be valid if and only if t(1) ≤ t(2)∧ t(3) ≤
t(4)∧ t(1) ≤ t(4), and correct if and only if t(1) ≤ ψs ≤ t(2)∧ t(3) ≤ ψe ≤ t(4). For example,
consider the following sentence:
“Gbagbo has been President since 2000.”





indicating that the start date of Gbagbo’s Presidency started between 2000-01-01 and 2000-12-31,
and ended after its (earliest possible) start date. Because the actual start date was 2000-10-26,
the four-tuple is correct.
In principle, methods for approximating τ(ψ) other than via a four-tuple Tψ as defined
above could be used. For example, we might go beyond simply assigning each time point
t(ka) for the relation ψx to a single time point in T , as described above, and instead provide
a probability distribution over many possible values of ψs and ψe . We might allow tem-
poral information not explicitly anchored to an exact location in the calendar to affect our
estimate of ψs and ψe. For instance, interdependencies between relations could be captured
by allowing t(k) to be specified in terms of temporal information about some other relation
ψb, such as t(kb), or we might allow information about the duration of a relation to provide





In this section we describe the human annotation procedure that was used to obtain data use
in the TSF task. Our system (section 5.5 is designed to model the human annotation proce-
dure. Thus it is important to note that certain properties of the human annotation procedure
shape the characteristics of the resulting annotated data, which in turn dictate what consti-
tutes success for systems evaluated on that data. The human annotation procedure drives
system development, and may even lead to design choices that appear counter-intuitive
given the high-level task of TSF, which is to imbue relations with information about their
start and end dates, optimizing for accuracy and reliability.
The TSF human annotation task was based on the Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency (DARPA) Machine Reading 2.7 Guidelines (Ellis, 2011). People first found men-
tions of relations that hold between named entities. They then augmented the fluent relations
with temporal information when possible. The following four stages of the annotation pro-
cedure informed our TSF system design:
• Given a document, annotate relation mentions that relate entity mentions.9
• For each fluent relation mention annotated, the annotator must decide whether the re-
lation is “currently true” from the perspective of the Document Creation Time (DCT).
Next, temporal expressions present in the document and related to a relation must be
normalized by the annotator (see 5.4.3).
• A single intermediate temporal relation is chosen to label the temporal relationship
between a relation and a normalized temporal expression. This labeling effectively
assigns a four-tuple to each relation mention. (see 5.4.4).
9Particular named relations were selected and TSF query relations after the fact.
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• Finally, for each relation, the four-tuples that annotators associated with its mentions
are combined automatically to form a single, final four-tuple5.4.7).
Section 5.4.2 describes key features of the process for annotating relations between en-
tities, and sections 5.4.3 and 5.4.4 describe the annotation procedure for temporal relation-
ships between relations and temporal expressions. These procedures were used by NIST and
the Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC), and are documented in detail by (Ellis, 2011). The
process yielded two gold standard datasets, part of Data1 and Data2 (see section 5.6.2). We
cover aspects of the annotation process in detail that inspire important TSF system develop-
ment choices, as well as those that help to paint a clearer picture of the scope and difficulty
of the task. In section 5.4.5 we outline challenges and limitations of manual annotation, and
in section 5.4.7 we describe our contribution to data annotation which includes additional
annotations and a novel algorithm to aggregate human annotated TSF data.
5.4.2 Relation Extraction
Annotators were given high-level principles for annotating relations. (i) use trigger words
and phrases, (ii) use the proximity principle, and (iii) resolve of underspecified entities.
Trigger words for a relation are “the few essential words or phrases that signify its existence
to readers” (Ellis, 2011). The proximity principle dictates that when annotating provenance
one should select excerpts of the text that are as close together as possible. This may mean,
for example, annotating a word such as a pronoun or nominal instead of the canonical name
of an entity, or words like “today” and “now” as opposed to an explicit mention of the
DCT.
Relation annotations were only acceptable if both relation arguments were explicitly
mentioned in the document. Thus, “Barack Obama was not married at the time” is in-
sufficient provenance for any relation of the form SPOUSE(Barack Obama, Person X). An-
notators annotate single documents in isolation, therefore information that Barack Obama
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has had one and only one marriage to Michelle Obama, obtained from another document,
cannot be used to infer the identity of Person X. We adopted this constraint in our system
design. There are a variety of ways, however, in which knowledge derived from outside of
the document being annotated could facilitate superior annotations of relations as well as of
temporal information. We explore the effects of allowing systems to use two specific such
sources of information in sections 5.5.9 and 5.5.9.
5.4.3 Temporal Expression Normalization
Text normalization, in general, aims to map an excerpt of text to a standard form, such that
the output is more amenable to further processing or interpretation. A temporal expression
is a word, phrase, or clause that in some way evokes a period of time. Many temporal
expression normalization schema facilitate the representation of sets of calendar dates using
single strings. For example, single dates might be represented in date-string form YYYY-
MM-DD, where YYYY is a year, MM is a month, and DD is a date, while the set of all
Marches might be written XXXX-03-XX.
Annotators were instructed to normalize all temporal expressions that pertained to any
annotated relations. In short, eligible temporal expressions are those which can be mapped
to either (i) a particular date, or interval of dates, or (ii) a single day or interval of a definite
quantity of two or more days not explicitly anchored to a particular region of the calendar.
Novak, longtime right-wing co-host of CNN political talk show "Crossfire,"
announced his retirement from journalism a year ago after being diagnosed
with a brain tumor.
... His last regular CNN appearance in August 2005 was a memorable one:
After swearing on the air, he walked off the set during a political debate with
Democratic strategist James Carville. Novak quickly apologized, but he was
to appear on the network rarely after that, in December 2005 while still an
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employee and on July 27, 2007, to discuss his book.
Here, the bold expressions would be annotated as 2008-08-17, 2005-08-XX, 2005-12-XX,
2007-07-27. Note that “a year ago” is interpreted by annotation convention as denoting a
day, exactly one year prior to the DCT, 2009-08-17.
On the other hand, annotators were specifically instructed not to annotate times of day,
seasons, or underspecified duration. The latter are exemplified by phrase such as “these
days” or “a few years”. The remainder of this section describes the normalization format
and techniques used, highlighting particular types of expressions annotators may or may not
annotate, and briefly discussing alternatives. As alluded to in section 5.3.1 we denote the
set of dates Γ and conflate temporal expressions and their date interval denotations unless
distinction is necessary.
Explicitly Anchored Dates and Intervals
Certain natural classes of date intervals are commonly referred to in text and are easily
represented by assigning variable values to some of the placeholders in the date-string
form. A key property of such time periods is that their start and end dates can be eas-
ily read from the calendar. For example, 2003-XX-XX represents the year 2003, which
comprises the interval of dates [2003-01-01,2003-12-31]; 2003-03-XX represents March of
2003, or [2003-03-01,2003-03-31]. We will omit the X’s in such strings for expository rea-
sons. Table 5.1 illustrates the start and end functions which map a normalized temporal
expression that denotes an interval to its start and end dates, respectively. For example,
start(2003) = 2003-01-01.10 Annotators were instructed to normalize temporal expres-
sions to these standard interval types using a GUI tool with drop down boxes. We refer to
such expressions as explicitly anchored dates or intervals. Expressions that refer to weeks
are represented by specifying the year, month, and week number.
10As alluded to in section 5.3.1, we often subscript a relation or temporal expression with s and e to denote
their start and end time, as in τ(γ) = [γs,γe].
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Type γ start(γ) end(γ)
Dates 2003-01-01 2003-01-01 2003-01-01
Weeks 2003-02-W02 2003-02-02 2003-02-08
Months 2003-02 2003-02-01 2003-02-28
Years 2003 2003-01-01 2003-12-31
Table 5.1 Conversion of normalized temporal expressions to standard temporal intervals
with endpoints at the day-level granularity
The above intervals of time can be considered natural classes of sets of dates in a wide
variety of contexts because they are commonly, concisely referred to. But in particular
contexts certain other time intervals may be salient enough to be referred to and explicitly
tied to relations. Expressions which refer to such intervals vary in the extent to which the
endpoints of the interval are made precise, and the granularity at which a given endpoint is
specified. For example, the temporal expression “from August 3rd, 1997 to October 11th,
2001” denotes an interval that is specified to the date granularity, whose endpoints are indi-
cated explicitly. An expression like “from 1997 to 2001” might appear to denote an interval
with endpoints that are more vague than that of “from August 3rd, 1997 to October 11th,
2001”, in that its endpoints are only specified at the year, rather than the date granularity.
But the latter expression can similarly be considered vague if we were to “zoom in” further
on the end points, casting discrete time points at the hour, minute, second, etc. granularities.
In the representation adopted here we adopt dates as our time points, thus “from 1997 to
2001” might best be represented [1997-01-01,2001-12-31]. However, for ranges of dates,
weeks, months, or years, annotators were instructed to annotate two separate temporal ex-
pressions separately (e.g. “1997” and “2001”). Relating corresponding relations to the




Deictically Anchored Points and Intervals
Temporal expressions may be anchored to intervals indirectly, via deixis. Deictic expres-
sions that pick out a single day include “today”, “yesterday”, “that same day”, etc. Intu-
itively, human annotators can almost always determine the referent of these expressions in a
well-written formal document (though perhaps this is not as likely for the lattermost exam-
ple). Similarly, deictic expressions that pick out intervals include “January”, “Thursday”,
“Last week”, etc. Annotators may ask themselves “Which January?”, or “Which Thurs-
day?”, or “which week is this week?” as a first step toward normalizing such expressions.
In order to normalize deictic expressions, one needs to determine the deictic center, an entity
that serves as a basis for comparison. In the case of temporal expression normalization the
deictic center is normally referred to as the reference time. For example, in “John proposed
to Mary last year. Six months later, they were married.”, the deictic center is a moment
implicitly referred to be “proposed”, and the time they were married is about “6 months
later” – it is not clear whether that time was within “last year”. The idea of reference time
here is discussed in the semantics literature, which we outline in chapter 2. In newswire text
the deictic center is often the DCT, and the annotation guidelines only allow the DCT as an
option. For example:
Federal regulators are investigating the circumstances of Mark Hurd’s forced
resignation five months ago as chief executive officer of Hewlett-Packard.
The expression “five months ago” was normalized to 2010-07-XX, since the DCT is
2010-12-21. It is probably not the case that “five months ago” means “five months ago
today”. Thus, the annotation scheme deems that the granularity of the interval referred to
by the expression is equal to the granularity of the expression (month, in this case). This,
however, is not quite right. In fact, the resignation took place on August 6th according to
several news sources, including at least one in the source collection. Whether “four months
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ago” is more precise is not entirely clear. This expression would be normalized here as
2010-08-XX, which denotes an interval that does contain the true resignation date. However,
months may also be thought as representing, roughly, a number of days. While it is probably
not the case that “five months ago” means “five months ago today”, we might interpret the
expression “five months ago” as “a day close to five months prior to today”, which in this
example would be some day near 2010-07-21. 2010-08-06 is arguably closer to “five months
ago” than it is to “four months ago” under this mode of interpretation. The problem is that
there is no way to represent this vagueness using the four-tuple representation, as formulated
in 5.3.2. We leave this problem for future work.
Unanchored Points and Intervals
The temporal expression “for three days” denotes an interval of the form [γs,γe +3] – but,
which date γ? It is not clear from the expression alone. Similarly, which single day is
picked out in “I remember the day quite well”? The context surrounding an expression can
to some extent serve to partially anchor such an interval to the calendar, and the degree to
which this anchoring occurs in a text appears to be well understood by readers. For example,
in English, if “for three days” modifies a verb in the past tense, chances are the three days
in question span a time period before the DCT; if “in March” is embedded in the phrase as
in “for three days in March” the reader can home in on the endpoints a bit, especially if the
year that contains “March” can be inferred. Most attempts to normalize such expressions
have defined the expression as denoting a set of possible intervals. For example, “for three
days in March” might be denote the set:
{[YYYY1-03-DD1,YYYY2-03-DD2] |YYYY1 = YYYY2∧DD2−DD1 = 3} . (5.2)
The Machine Reading annotation framework allows temporal expressions to be normal-
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ized to durations that can be expressed as precisely as a period of years, months, weeks, and
days. Thus “for three days” denotes an unanchored duration of 0 years, 0 months, 0 weeks,
and 3 days, whereas “twenty years” denotes a duration of 20 years, 0 months, 0 weeks, and
0 days.
There are other ways in which durations or lags might be anchored, i.e. in terms deictic
centers other than the a particular date or calendar interval. Expressions denoting particular
events may serve as the deictic center; for example, in “John went to work for IBM 2 months
after finishing college”, the initiation of John’s employment is linked to a point in time that
is anchored to the calendar indirectly, where the deictic center is the time at which John
finished college. Surely this event can be linked to a calendar time, but not without more
information.
The temporal expression normalization used by annotators of TSF data represents a com-
promise. A representation that is maximally expressive would be able to capture all possible
temporal intervals that might be denoted by a given temporal expression. However, normal-
ized temporal expressions will serve as the input to a deterministic process that computes
four-tuple element values asserted for a given intermediate temporal relation (section 5.4.4).
Such a process will be difficult to design to the extent that the range of a normalization pro-
cedure is more complex. In the next section, we describe the intermediate relations defined
by KBP, provide examples, and describe the process by which an intermediate temporal
relation that holds between a relation and a normalized temporal expression is converted to
four-tuple output for the relation.
5.4.4 Intermediate Temporal Relations
In general, an intermediate temporal relation identifies a correspondence between a relation
ψ and a temporal item J whose components are defined in terms of the units of a time
normalization scheme. In principle, J could be an interval of dates, a set of intervals, an
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Relation Role of Tψ Example ψ four-tuple Tψ












BEG_AND_END ψ held during all and
only this period
“Smith was employee
of the month for
June of 2003”




WITHIN ψ held for at least some
of this period







THROUGHOUT ψ held for all of this pe-
riod
“Mary lived in France





BEFORE_START The last date within
this period is before or
equal to the start time of
ψ
“In 2003, before Mary





AFTER_END The first date within
this period is after or
equal to the end time of
ψ






BEFORE_START* Some date within this
period is before or
equal to the start time
of ψ
“Mary divorced John in
2003. Her next, and






AFTER_END* Some date within this
period is after or equal
to the end time of ψ
“Smith, who enjoyed
a long career at






Table 5.2 Table of Intermediate Relation Examples. Adapted from Ji et al. (2011)
un-anchored event, etc. In manual annotation of TSF data J is restricted to an interval dates
γ11. (Thus, un-anchored durations may not take part in the intermediate temporal relations
defined here.)
Annotators assigned a four-tuple of dates to a relation mention, temporal expression pair〈
y,γ
〉
by assigning it an intermediate temporal relation label (intermediate label from here
on). The intermediate label maps γ to a four-tuple Tψ . The label is chosen based on what
the annotator can infer from the text about the relationship between the dates γs, γe, ψs, and
ψe, even though ψs and ψe are a priori unknown. Ji et al. (2011) defined the first seven
intermediate temporal relations. We add the last two intermediate labels, BEFORE_START*
and AFTER_END*, motivated by a gap in expressibility of the intermediate temporal relation
procedure. Each intermediate label is introduced by example in 5.2, and formally defined in
Table 5.3.12 The temporal expression γ in each example is underlined.
11Note that the start and end functions are only defined for such expressions; see 5.1)













































Table 5.3 Definition of intermediate temporal relations for a temporal expression γ
5.4.5 Annotation Challenges
Temporal annotation is an extremely expensive and difficult task. In this section we elabo-
rate these problems and propose solutions to obtain reliable training data automatically.
5.4.6 Limitations of Hand-Annotated Training Data
Quantity Limitations Manual annotation of temporal relations is a very difficult and ex-
pensive task. We show this for the related temporal relation extraction task in chapter 4. In
the case of TSF, even after a large team of expert human annotators for put forth several
months worth of effort, the TSF official training data only includes 1,172 labeled classifi-
cation instances covering all of the 8 relation types (Ji et al., 2011), which is not enough to
sufficiently train a supervised intermediate temporal relation classifier.
It is worth noting that only 35 out of the 107 queries with employee_of answers in
this gold standard data set were found to have documents that included potential temporal
arguments for that relation, and only one third of the queries could be reliably associated
with either a start or end date, with both explicit start and end dates given for only one such
query. On average, 518 relevant documents were found for each relation subject/object,
but only 21 sentences included a relation subject, object, and temporal expression. This
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indicates that explicit temporal information is very sparse in news and web data, even when
the scope of data collection is very large. Even for queries with many relevant documents,
the temporal information is generally scattered across documents.
Quality Limitations To assess the difficulty of manual annotation for ourselves, we asked
three students to conduct a three-way manual annotation of 324 temporal expressions in
281 sentences related to different queries. The annotation yielded moderate inter-annotator
agreement (pairwise Cohen’s Kappa of 0.57), reflecting the difficulties of the annotation
task. We found that most discrepancies between annotators were due to their varying back-
ground knowledge combined with the tendency to make different inferences about the tem-
poral information that can be drawn from a sentence. For instance, in the following sen-
tence we are interested in the role of the temporal expression “last month” regarding the
employee_of relation between Dee Dee Myers and the White House: “Matthews chal-
lenged Dee Dee Myers, the former Clinton White House spokeswoman, when she argued
last month that nobody expected Hillary Clinton to be the inevitable nominee”. Some an-
notators considered “last month” to refer to an interval during which Dee Dee Myers was
employed by the White House (WITHIN), while other annotators understood that this is a
point posterior to the employment time (AFTER_END). In reality we do not have enough
information in the sentence to make a clear assessments, so the appropriate label is NONE).
The correct temporal annotation for this sentence is to label the classification instance〈〈




with AFTER_END, which stems from the
adjective “former”. That is, Meyers’ employment with the White House ended at some
point before the day in which the article was written.
The official manually annotated data provided by the Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC)
(see section 5.4) include a lot of short excerpts with very rich temporal information ex-
pressed with simple patterns. Such contexts differ fundamentally (at the syntactic level)
from the way tense and temporal adverbial modification are often used to modify predi-
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cates that express relations. Moreover, they are hardly representative of the entire source
collection, and therefore are not particularly useful for learning new features.
“Tom LaSorda, president and CEO, Sept. 2005-Aug. 2007
Dieter Zetsche, president and CEO, Nov. 2000- Sept. 2005
... Lee A. Iacocca, chairman and CEO, Sept. 1979-Dec. 1992 (president from
Nov. 1978-Sept. 1979)
Eugene A. Cafiero, president, Oct. 1975-Nov. 1978
In order to capture more syntactically complex ways of expressing intermediate tem-
poral relations in complete sentences, we propose to collect training data automatically
(section 5.5.4).
5.4.7 Aggregation of Manually Annotated Temporal Information
Gold standard four-tuples were obtained by applying the Max-Constrain (MC) algorithm Ji
et al. (2011); Surdeanu (2013), shown in equation 5.3, to each I(ψ) obtained via manual






Here, max(t(k)) is the greatest t(k) from any intermediate four-tuple Ty ∈ I(ψ), while min(t(k))
is the least.
Consider the relation EMPLOYEE-OF(Elena Kagan, Harvard Law School). A participant
might determine, based on a particular mention that the relation was true at least some point
during the year 2003 (see 5.4.7). In terms of the relation’s start and end dates, this is equiva-
lent to concluding that the latest the relation could have began was 2003-12-31 and that the
13See http://surdeanu.info/kbp2013 for more details.
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earliest it could have ended was 2003-01-01. In this case, the relation mention y would be





“Kagan won praise from conservatives and liberals alike for
smoothing over the ideological tensions that plagued Harvard
Law School before she became dean in 2003.”
(4)





should be generated via the ENDING re-
lation (assuming that the sentence refers to the same “Kagen”). The two four-tuples can be





four-tuple can be interpreted with respect to the relation to mean that Kagan started her
employment at Harvard Law School no later than 2003-12-31, and this employment ended
no earlier than 2009-03-01 and no later than 2009-03-31. Assuming that both intermediate
relations are correct, the aggregated four-tuple above is preferred over either intermediate
one because it maximally constrains the possible starting and ending points of the relation
without increasing the likelihood that the resulting four-tuple will be invalid or incorrect.
If ψ has only one start and one end date, and ψs ≤ ψe, and each intermediate four-tuple
Tj ∈ I(ψ) is valid and correct, then the final four-tuple T obtained via MC will be valid and
correct. However, if these strict conditions are not met then the final four-tuple obtained
via MC may be invalid, and therefore incorrect. Fifty-six gold standard final four-tuples in
Data2 were invalid and therefore discarded for evaluation (Surdeanu, 2013). We analyzed
them by hand to determine the source of their invalidity (see Table 5.4). 14 Based on this
analysis, we designed Inclusive-MC, an algorithm based on MC that guarantees a valid final
four-tuple T as long as all intermediate four-tuples are valid.
Intuitively, Inclusive-MC works as follows. First, apply MC to I(ψ) to yield Xψ . If x(1) >






Wrong Intermediate Label 20
Vague Time Normalization 8
Other 8
Table 5.4 Reasons for Invalidity in Gold Standard Final Four-Tuples
x(2), then set the final t(1) value for Tψ to be the latest t(1) date from all four-tuples in I(ψ)
that is earlier than x(2); similarly, set the final t(2) value for Tψ to be the earliest t(2) value
later than x(1). The procedure to yield t3 and t(4) values for Tψ is analogous.
Only seven relations had invalid final four-tuples due to multiple ψs and ψe times. These
“Grover Cleveland” instances occur when, for example, a person serves in the same role
twice, or a couple divorces and re-marries, etc. 15 We did not evaluate system output for
these relations since adequate temporal representation would require two or more final four-
tuples, one for each time period during which the relation held.
There were thirteen cases in which an invalid gold four-tuple resulted from information
in one document clearly conflicted with that of another – in other words, it would be impos-
sible for both intermediate four-tuples to be correct. For example, spouse(Jones, Simon)
was correctly assigned BEGINNING for both 1971 and 1973, respectively based on the two
sentences “Jones married Norton Simon, in 1971, in a ceremony on a yacht in the English
Channel after a courtship of three weeks”, and “Selznick died in 1965, and in 1973 Jones










Inclusive-MC yields four-tuples that are valid, yet reflect the degree to which the source
corpus contains inconsistent temporal information. We address the remaining four-tuple
invalidity sources by correcting intermediate label annotations.
For twenty cases, a single incorrect intermediate relationship label was enough to yield
15Named after the U.S. President Grover Cleveland who served two non-consecutive terms.
16Note that Inclusive-MC would facilitate further constraining t(1) given, for example, a BEGINNING label
for June, 1971.
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an invalid final four-tuple under MC. Ten of these twenty involve an employee who’s ti-
tle relation changes, while their corresponding employment relation does not. For ex-
ample, in “Lewis became CEO in 2001 and built BofA into the country’s largest bank.”,
employee(Lewis, BofA) should conservatively be assigned the WITHIN label for 2001
since a change in employer is not implied for Lewis (in fact, there was no change). Eight
of the 20 were due to the fact that the last two relations in Table 5.3 were not available to
annotators. The AFTER_END* label is well-suited for a case like, “Smith had left New York
well before 2003”, in which the entire interval [2003-01-01,2003-12-31] starts after the end
of the residence(Smith, New York) relation. But in many scenarios AFTER_END* is
needed to capture the temporal relationship. Consider the sentence, “They alleged that after
Rockwood moved to Alaska in 2006, he began researching explosive components ...”. Be-
cause a previous sentence makes it clear that Rockwood lived in Virginia before living in
Alaska, residence(Rockwood, Virginia) should be assigned the AFTER_END* label for
2006. On one hand, the ENDING label is not conservative enough this relation because we do
not know for sure whether Rockwood moved directly from Virginia and Alaska; however,
the AFTER_END* label here yields t(4) = 2006-01-01 which doesn’t allow for this possibil-
ity at all. (If Rockwood moved from Virginia before 2006-01-01 and moved to Alaska in
2006, it is likely that he lived somewhere in the meantime.) We corrected all intermediate
temporal relation errors and used Inclusive-MC to yield valid four-tuples.
5.5 Temporal Slot-filling Approaches
In this section we present novel approaches to Temporal KBP, and their implementation for
the Temporal Slot Filling task. We model the approaches after the human annotation process
where appropriate ( 5.4). We break the task into three distinct parts: (i) extract relations
from text, and (ii) enrich the resulting fixed set of relations with temporal information, and
(iii) aggregate pieces of temporal information for a given relation obtained from multiple
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documents into a compact representation, i.e. a single, final four-tuple.
We leverage existing relation extraction techniques that make use of syntactic patterns,
trigger words, and also couches finding relations as a question-answering task. In addition,
we use a temporal normalization scheme similar what is used in (Ellis, 2011), and make use
of the intermediate temporal relations defined in for the human task (section 5.3).
Our novel contributions to automatic Temporal Knowledge Base Population consist pri-
marily in the processes by which known relations are augmented with temporal informa-
tion, as well as the process by which we obtain reliable training data. First, we describe
our distant supervision framework to obtain high quality training data. Second, we propose
a hybrid supervised classification architecture that takes advantage of the ability of deep
syntactic dependency parsing to collapse long contexts, while still harnessing the robust-
ness of surface features for shorter contexts. By “compressing long contexts” we mean that
the path between two words in a surface string may be greater than the path between those
words on a dependency graph, where the words are nodes and arcs are syntactic relations.
This is because words that are non-adjacent may participate in syntactic relations. Here, by
robust we mean that the surface features we designed are robust to errors of classification
– it is much easier to extract the words within a window of the target word than to derive a
syntactic dependency parse automatically. In addition our hand-crafted rules for “former”,
“then”, and “ex” are theoretically well-founded and of high precision. Third, we propose
methods to use background knowledge about relation arguments and inter-relation tempo-
ral information to increase the fidelity and coverage of intermediate temporal four-tuples
for relation mentions (sections 5.5.9 and 5.5.9). Finally, we propose a technique to aggre-
gate temporal information about relation mentions that favors high confidence four-tuples
and ensures final four-tuple validity (section 5.5.8). We implemented these methods and
show that our system constitutes a principled improvement over a baseline approach that as-
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where γ is always either the DCT or the nearest temporal expression to y (section 5.6.2).
5.5.1 Relation Extraction
We apply a high-performing Regular Slot Filling (SF) system (Chen et al., 2010) to iden-
tify relation mentions for a given relation subject.17 This system includes a supervised
Information Extraction (IE) pipeline, a pattern matching pipeline and a top-down question
answering (QA) pipeline. We highlight methods that emulate an aspect of how humans
perform the annotation task.
The supervised IE pipeline includes entity extraction, relation extraction and event ex-
traction based on Maximum Entropy models that incorporate diverse lexical, syntactic, se-
mantic and ontological knowledge (Ji and Grishman, 2008). The system recognizes events
and relations via trigger identification and classification, mirroring the high-level guidelines
given to annotators to isolate trigger words.
The QA pipeline employs an open domain QA system, OpenEphyra (Schlaefer et al.,
2007), treating answers as candidate relation objects. To estimate the relevance of an answer,
we use the Corrected Conditional Probability (CCP) for answer validation. In the presence
of an entity, a relation type can be seen as prompting a question, the answer to which is a
relation object; for example, given a mention “John Smith”, and annotator might go down
the list of relation types asking, “who was John married to?”, “who has John worked for?”,
etc. Annotators were not specifically instructed to do this, but the strategy is intuitive.
For the pattern matching pipeline, patterns for each relation type were extracted via
distant supervision (Mintz et al., 2009) using relation subject/object pairs from Wikipedia
Infoboxes and Freebase (Bollacker et al., 2008), and ranked based on confidence. Sentences
containing a relation’s subject and object are then checked for the presence of patterns whose
confidence exceeds a certain threshold to extract relation mentions.
17The relation extraction task is called Regular Slot Filling in the KBP community when referring to a
particular relation extraction task addressed in the TAC workshops.
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Fig. 5.1 Approach Design
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A Maximum Entropy based supervised re-ranking method (Tamang and Ji, 2011) is
then employed to combine the results from these three pipelines. Finally, a Markov Logic
Networks (MLN) (Richardson and Domingos, 2006) based reasoning component is em-
ployed to avoid mutually inconsistent relation objects and enforce cross-relation dependen-
cies. A detailed description of each relation extraction pipeline described above can be
found in (Chen et al., 2010).
5.5.2 Temporal Expression Normalization
Following the human approach (5.4.3) we normalize temporal expression by mapping them
to temporal intervals of dates. Note, however, that as no intermediate labels were defined
to accommodate un-anchored durations, these expressions are not used to construct classi-
fication instances for intermediate labeling (see section 5.4.4 for intermediate label infor-
mation). Temporal expressions are detected and normalized using the Stanford Core NLP
toolkit . Temporal expressions that require a reference point by default use the DCT for
this purpose, which we extract from the document metadata. In most news and web blog
documents, we can use the DCT as the reference date to normalize temporal expressions.
However, some events may appear in a list of parallel items in which each item has its own
reference time. In the following example, we should use “Aug. 6, 2007" as the reference
time org:top_employee(Tom LaSorda, Daimler Chrysler AG)
“Aug. 3, 2007: Daimler Chrysler AG finalizes the sale of Chrysler to Cer-
berus.
Aug. 6, 2007: Bob Nardelli appointed Chrysler chairman and CEO. Tom La-
Sorda becomes vice chairman and president."
We segmented such documents according to temporal blocks so that each block has its own
local reference date.
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5.5.3 Intermediate Temporal Relations
For each relation ψ retrieved during relation extraction, relevant sentences are retrieved.
Then for each normalized temporal expression γ in a given sentence, an intermediate la-




. Recall that labeling a
classification instance indicates that its elements ψ and γ , along with the corresponding con-
text, exemplifies one of a subset of the intermediate relations defined in 5.3: BEGINNING,
ENDING, WITHIN, or “BEG_AND_END”.18
In addition, we explicitly represent the lack of temporal information with a label called




, so that all classification instances are labeled.
By using the same relations available to human annotators we attempt to emulate the human
annotation process 5.4.4.
For our supervised classifiers we omitted three intermediate labels: AFTER_END, BE-
FORE_START, and THROUGHOUT. The former two are omitted due to the similarity be-
tween BEFORE_START, AFTER_END and WITHIN, especially for nominal predicates, which
we expected would introduce an intolerable amount of noise to our distant supervision ap-
proach. We attempt to recover useful mentions of these intermediate temporal relations in
sections 5.5.9 and 5.5.6. The THROUGHOUT label is omitted due to sparsity, as it rarely
appears in hand-annotated data.
5.5.4 Distant Supervision for TSF
Motivation for Distant Supervision
There are many ways to convey the same type of relation. Detecting a relation mention
requires syntactic and semantic knowledge about verbal predicates (e.g. “John joined
AOL last Spring”→employee_of(John, AOL)) and nominal predicates (e.g. “CEO John
Smith announce today ...”→title(Smith, CEO)). In addition, there are a variety of ways
18See section 5.3 for more details about intermediate labels.
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to express an intermediate temporal relation between a relation and a temporal expression,
which vary depending on relation type, and relation subject and object type; In addition,
these relations can be conveyed across multiple sentences, as in the following example.
Born Cora Walton on a sharecropper’s farm outside of Memphis, Tennessee,
she earned the nickname Koko for her love of chocolate. She moved to Chicago
in 1952 with her soon-to-be-husband the late Robert "Pops" Taylor and nothing
but "thirty-five cents and a box of Ritz Crackers."
Here, the AFTER_END label for the classification instance cities_of_residence(Koko
Taylor, Memphis), 1952, is implied one sentence after the relation is mentioned. 19
This complexity cannot be over come simply by human effort as manual annotation of
temporal relations is time consuming. Thus, a supervised approach will require far more
training data than is currently available in order to generalize over the multitude of ways to
express complex relationships among relations, their arguments, and temporal expressions.
Distant supervision is an effective method to expedite the labeling of training data at low
cost. In addition to providing a mechanism to create a labeled training set when no manually
annotated data set is available, classifiers trained with distant supervision are less prone to
over-fitting than those learned from manual annotations.
Overview of Distant Supervision
We describe in this section our adaptation of the distant supervision approach Mintz et al.
(2009) to obtain a large amount of TSF training data from the Web without human inter-
vention. Distant supervision is a learning paradigm that exploits known distant relations
to extract text contexts exemplifying those relations from a large document collection, and
19Whether the correct label here is AFTER_END or ENDING is difficult to say. Readers’ expectations about
obituaries, the tendency of their writers to preserve chronological order when describing a series of residences,
and the degree to which the source is trusted and expected to do thorough research, might be enough to rule
out the possibility that Koko Taylor lived elsewhere between Memphis and Chicago.
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automatically labels each context in accordance with the corresponding distant relation.
Usually, the distant relations are obtained from an existing database. The general intuition
is that whenever entities known to participate in a relation appear in the same context, this
context is likely to express this relation. By extracting many such contexts, different ways
of expressing the same relation type will be captured and a general model to classify the
relation type in question may be abstracted by applying machine learning methods to the
automatically annotated data.
The assumption that a context containing the arguments of a distant relation expresses
that relation is known as the Distant Supervision Assumption (DSA) Mintz et al. (2009).
Our approach makes two such assumptions. First, we assume a sentence containing both
the relation subject and object expresses the relation. Second, we assume that if such a sen-
tence also contains a temporal expression, the sentence most likely expresses an intermedi-
ate temporal relation that holds between the relation mention and the temporal expression.
Consider the following sentence:
For the From July 2004 to May 2005, Mr. Losh served as Interim Chief
Financial Officer of Cardinal Health, Inc., a diversified healthcare service com-
pany.
We assume first that any relation in our database between someone with the last name
“Losh” and a company “Cardinal Health” is expressed by this sentence – thus, the sen-
tence constitutes a relation mention. Furthermore, we assume that the context expresses an
intermediate temporal relation between that relation mention and the temporal expression.
We attempt to infer this intermediate relation by comparing the temporal expression from
the text to temporal information about the distant relation stored in the database.
Given a relation mention y of a distant relation ψ , our approach assumes that most likely,
a time expression γ appearing in the same sentence as y is related to τ(ψ)20. We further
20The temporal interval extension of ψ; notation introduced in section 5.3.1)
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assume that this relationship can be inferred based on interval relations between intervals
τ(γ) and τ(ψ), and can be expressed as an intermediate temporal relationship of the type
described in section 5.4.4. If no time expression co-occurs with y, we set γ = DCT .
If γ is the DCT, an intermediate temporal relation is only postulated if the context exem-
plifies any pattern from a hand-crafted list for the relation type in question.
We use Freebase (Bollacker et al., 2008) as our source database, which contains in-
stances of the eight fluent relation types of interest, along with the start and end dates of









, and ψS and ψE are the start and end times of ψ as stored in Freebase.
Recall that we denote the actual start and end dates of ψ as ψs and ψe; however, some start
and end times in Freebase are of a granularity coarser than the day-level (e.g., month or
year). An example Freebase entry is given in section 5.5 below. Here, start and end times
are at the year granularity.
〈
employee_of(J. Michael Losh, Cardinal Health,2004,2005
〉
(5.5)
Given a Freebase relation Fψ , we assume that a sentence containing a temporal expression
γ , relation subject q, and relation object p contains a relation mention y of ψ . Moreover, we
assume that there likely exists an intermediate temporal relation l between y and γ , i.e. there





Algorithm 1 to infer the correct label l based on interval relations between intervals τ(γ)
and τ(ψ) by comparing γ to ψS and/or ψE . Note that if Freebase does not have any time
information for the start (end) time of a relation ψ , then ψS (ψE) is considered null.
Consider the example Fψ , and the example sentence given above about J. Michael Losh’s
21PAT(s,ψ) returns a non-null intermediate label if the sentence s matches a pattern associated with that
label. For example, a pattern for the BEGINNING intermediate relation for the cities_of_residence
relation is: “q moved to f ”. This step says that if γ is the DCT, label the instance according to whether any
hand-coded pattern for the relation type of our current relation ψ matches the sentence s.
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Algorithm 1 Distant Supervision Example Labeling
Require: Start time ψS and end time ψE for relation ψ; context time expression γ; Normalized
sentence s
if γ = DCT ∧¬(PAT(s,ψ) = null)21 then
l← PAT(s,ψ)
else if γ.type = range then
l← BEG_END_END
else
if ¬(ψS = null∨ψE = null)∧ (ψS ≤ γ ≤ ψE) then
l← WITHIN {If γ is between the start and end time of ψ given in Freebase...}
else if ¬(ψS = null)∧ (γ = ψS∨ γ ⊆ ψS∨ψS ⊆ γ) then
l← BEGINNING {If γ contains the start time of ψ given in Freebase, or vice-versa...}
else if ¬(ψE = null)∧ (γ = ψE ∨ γ ⊆ ψE ∨ψE ⊆ γ) then






employment at Cardinal Health. We apply algorithm 1 to ψS = [2004-01-01,2004-12-31],
ψE = [2005-01-01,2005-12-31], γ = [2005-05-01,2005-05-31]. Because γ ⊆ ψE , the label
returned is WITHIN.
As mentioned in section 5.5.3, note that we do not utilize all labels listed in table 5.3.
The BEFORE_START and AFTER_END labels present the difficulty that, for a given relation,
there is often a great deal of time before its start and after its end. Intuitively, such dates
may be more likely to co-occur with a relation mention by coincidence. We do not claim
that this is necessarily the case, and leave a more rigorous investigation, and incorporation
of these labels into training data collection for future work.
Not surprisingly, using such a simple heuristic to label intermediate temporal relations
leads to both quality and scalability problems for training a TSF system. In the follow-
ing two subsections we discuss further challenges and our proposed solutions to refine the
distant supervision process.
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Enhancing the Quality of Distant Supervision: Addressing Naïve Assumptions
In this section we list some naïve assumptions made by current distant supervision methods,
expanding those listed in (Balcázar et al., 2010). We propose methods to address some of
these assumptions (see 5.6.1 for results).
(1) The Distant Supervision Assumption (DSA): The DSA, introduced in section 5.5.4,
is the assumption that if some known relation’s arguments co-occur in a context then it is
likely that the context expresses that relation. We assume that if subject q and object f co-
occur, relation mention y is expressed, and further that if time expression γ is co-mentioned
as well then y is related to γ in a way mediated by the temporal relationship between γ
and y’s start and end time. However, as any given temporal expression could be related to
a multitude of events and relations in a sentence, coincidental co-occurrence is common.
The DSA is untenable when dealing with temporal expressions in light of coincidences and
ambiguity.
For example in the following sentence it is not entirely clear whether “Chris Kronner”
was still an employee of “Slow Club” in “December”. If he was the instance will be labeled
WITHIN, but this would be a coincidence.22
“Slow Club’s Chris Kronner faced similar challenges taking on his second
executive chef position at Serpentine, which opened in December."
We address this issue by including the NONE label which is similar to how (Balcázar
et al., 2010) handle analogous issue same for distant supervision of relations. We conserva-
tively address the fact that some instances labeled NONE do in fact express an intermediate
relation, such as BEFORE_START orAFTER_END, in sections 5.5.9 and 5.5.6. Furthermore,
22The ambiguity here stems from use of the term “second”. We cannot tell if the employment at “Serpen-
tine” constitutes the second “executive chef” position ever, or the second of two concurrent positions with
two different establishments.
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we propose a relabeling scheme (Section 5.5.4) to help correct erroneous WITHIN labels to
NONE for a variety of reasons.
(2) One sense per string: Many elements of a KB are polysemous - their meaning changes
depending on context. For example, one KB entry indicates that “Raul Castro" is a “gen-
eral". Adopting the “one sense per string" assumption would lead to a false positive given
the following example:
“Monday, Raul Castro set the date for local (city and town) general elec-
tions as October 21 with a second round October 28."
We do not address this challenge directly, although our semi-supervised self-training proce-
dure could, in theory, eliminate certain erroneous classification instances from from consid-
eration. We leave this for future work.
Similar ambiguities can occur when the relation subject and object names have words
in common. For example, for a relation subject “Giovanni Ferrero" and an object “Ferrero
SpA", we will get the following context sentence:
“Since 1997, his sons, Giovanni Ferrero and Pietro Ferrero have led Fer-
rero SpA."
Simple name string matching cannot distinguish the subject and object clearly in this
sentence. We believe this problem can be solved by incorporating Wikification techniques Mi-
halcea and Csomai (2007) to disambiguate entity mentions prior to or jointly with relation
extraction and leave this problem for future work.
(3) One sentence per relation: Traditional distant supervision methods (Mintz et al.,
2009) are usually applied at the sentence level, under the assumption that a mention of a
relation is specified only if all elements involved are present in the same sentence (after
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applying entity coreference resolution). This assumption is invalid when a document is
typically talking about a centroid entity, such as the employment history of a person or an
organization. In such a document, a distant supervision approach might locate the centroid
relation subject and search for context sentences or bullet-pointed phrases that include the
object.
Our system addresses a particular case in which not all relation arguments are present in
a single sentence: if a sentence contains the relation subject q and object f , but no temporal
expression, we set γ = DCT , where DCT is the normalized document creation time, and





Enhancing Quality: Multi-layer Rich Annotation
Problems with the distant supervision architecture drive the way in which we propose to
normalize various elements of the text, imbuing it with multi-layered syntactic and seman-
tic annotation – thus, we introduce it in this section (see section 5.5.2 regarding temporal
expression normalization).
Various errors can be introduced by preprocessing steps, especially when the training
data is collected from the Web. Some common causes of these errors are:
• Coreference errors that yield incorrect name matching.
• Temporal expressions that are normalized incorrectly.
• Temporal information with different granularities has to be compared. 24
• Information offered by the KB may be incorrect, or contradictory to information in
Web documents.
23Recall that y denotes a relation mention, whose subject is q and whose object is f .
24For example, Freebase states that “John married Mary in 1997", but not the exact day and month. Should
we label a classification instance containing a more specific temporal expression such as “September 3, 1997"
as a “START"?
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In order to enhance the quality of distant supervision, we propose to exploit multi-layer
rich annotations in distant supervision. We apply the Stanford NLP Core toolkit (Finkel
et al., 2005) to source documents. Each source document is fully processed to tokenize,
detect sentence boundaries, detect named entities and temporal expressions, build corefer-
ence chains and analyze the syntactic dependencies within sentences. During this phase a
normalized sentence is created by replacing named entities with more general labels. When





sentence deemed to match that instance, we identify the relation subject q, relation object f
and the temporal expression γ with their own special labels. For instance, after multi-layer
rich annotation,
“Moore married Grant Tinker, an NBC executive, in 1962, and in 1970 they
formed the television production company MTM Enterprises , which created
and produced the company ’s first television series, The Mary Tyler Moore Show
."
Becomes,
“q married f , an ORGANIZATION TITLE, in γ , and in DATE they formed
the television production company ORGANIZATION, which created and pro-
duced the company ’s ORDINAL television series, the MISC."
Determining whether a sentence contains q and f by “simple string matching” provides
only very limited coverage, so we use automatic named entity recognition and coreference
resolution results to expand the set of relevant sentences.
Enhancing Scalability of Distant Supervision
Our TSF architecture attempts to capture relationships that can be expressed in many ways.
Both relation subjects and objects can be denoted canonically by name, or instead by a part
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of their name, pronoun, title, or another nominal expression. In addition the DSA introduces
coincidences. A temporal expression may appear in the context of a relation mention that
holds true during its associated interval, even if the sentence does not make that relation
explicit.
We improved the quality of extracted training instances using self-training, a semi-
supervised learning method that has been used to label data for tasks such as parsing (Mc-
closky et al., 2006). Using a small set of human annotations, or seed examples, we will
iteratively label the partitioned unlabeled set, retaining only the most confident labels for
retraining the classifier in each round. We formulated a two step process to generate a more
parsimonious classification model to use for self-training: (i) feature elimination used to
identify a minimal set of model features; followed by (ii) relabeling using the reduced fea-
ture set and a lasso regression (least absolute shrinkage and selection operator) (Tibshirani,
2011) classifier.
Recent work has demonstrated that regularized logistic regression provides outstanding
predictive performance across a range of text classification tasks and corpora using sparse
data sets (Aseervatham et al., 2011). For sparse data sets, L1 (lasso) and L2 (ridge) reg-
ularized regression can be used to constrain the coefficients in a classification model for
the purpose of identifying a subset of features that are strong predictors for the given la-
bel (Ng, 2004). For determining relation (regular slot filling) objects, ridge regression was
successfully used by Surdeanu et al. in the first KBP system trained by distantly supervised
data (Surdeanu et al., 2010). Lasso regularized regression provides an additional enhance-
ment that enables feature selection by assigning no weight to irrelevant or redundant fea-
tures. It has been successfully applied to bioinformatics and pharmacology (Li et al., 2005).
Similarly, self-training has not been applied to the slot filling or TSF tasks but its ability to
improve the quality of training data and overall classifier accuracy (Mcclosky et al., 2006)
made it a promising framework.
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Feature Elimination: Intuitively, variable selection might be performed to address the
curse-of-dimensionality in order to reduce the storing cost or to help process the predictive
variables. For each of the M features in the set F = { f1, ... fM} extracted from the training
data, we will evaluate the feature’s independence given each class label, inserting only those
features that meet a threshold p-value into the minimal feature set F ′.
Self-training: To re-label the instances using the reduced feature set F ′, we will anno-
tate a small training set by hand and use lasso regression, which has the benefit of shrink-
ing the coefficients of features towards zero so that only the subset of features with the
strongest effects are incorporated into the classifier (Ng, 2004). The shrinkage parameter,
a constant s > 0, is tuned using cross-validation. For a collection of N training instances,
D = {(x1,y1), ...,(xN ,yN)}, of dimension d, the lasso coefficients β̂ are calculated as fol-
lows:
β̂











subject to: Σdj=1|β j| ≤ s
Lasso regression limits the expression of extraneous information and as a result provides
additional feature selection properties. The lasso minimizes the residual sum of squares with
the constraint that the absolute value of the regression coefficients must be less than s. When
s is large enough, there is no effect on the solution, but when it shrinks it has the effect of
reducing some model coefficients to zero, or almost zero. We will use cross-validation to
determine the best values for s in our experiments. (Results are given in section 5.6.1).
5.5.5 How Much to Compress?
After obtaining a large training data set, the remaining key issue is to train effective in-
termediate label classifiers. For many NLP tasks capturing long contexts between related
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elements is a difficult challenge. The TSF task is no exception. Without direct access to
a logical form representation, a TSF system must determine which words in a sentence
are predicates of eventualities that could have any bearing on the relation types of interest,
which words correspond to potential participants, whether each participant stands in some
relevant thematic relation to any event, and whether any temporal expressions stand in some
intermediate temporal relation to events (and if so, which sort of intermediate relation?).
More words in a sentence means there are a priori more candidates for each component of
sentence meaning mentioned above; also, when events and their arguments are separated by
many intervening words the relationships in question may be best explained in terms of a
structured representation. Grammatical analysis such as dependency parsing can compress
long contexts by extracting their syntactic and/or semantic structure, and thus reduce am-
biguities. For example, there is a long context between the relation subject “Mugabe", the
temporal expression “1980" and the relation object “ZANU-PF" in the following sentence:
“ZANU, which was renamed ZANU-PF after taking over ZAPU, has been the country’s rul-
ing party and led by Mugabe since 1980." Some context words such as “fired" can cause
ambiguity (“end position" or “attack"). Intuitively, structured approaches might be exploited
to remove irrelevant information. For example, “1980" can be identified as the starting date
based on the short dependency paths between “ZANU-PF", “Mugabe" and “1980".
However, current core NLP annotation tools such as dependency parsing and corefer-
ence resolution do not yet perform well enough to produce ideal results for real applica-
tions. The deeper the representation, the greater the risk is of introducing annotation errors.
Furthermore, for certain relation types such as title, since the contexts between the re-
lation subject and object are relatively short (e.g. “Today[Time] President[Title] Obama
[Query]..."), structured representation is not necessary. In addition, dependency grammars
tend to be verb-centric, whereas title attribution is often independent of any verb.
We describe in this section a flat/structured hybrid approach to TSF, which we call Hy-T,
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combining the benefits of a flat approach designed to capture surface features and a struc-
tured approach designed to incorporate a more complex syntactic representation as follows.
5.5.6 Flat Approach
The flat approach uses two types of features: window features and dependency features. Let〈
y,γ
〉
be a classification instance derived from a normalized sentence s (5.5.4), where q is a





We refer to q, f , and γ as the targets of the classification instance. A window feature is a
feature type whose value is a set of all tokens (words) that occur in the normalized sentence
within n tokens in either direction of a mention of any target. One window feature value
is extracted for each target. There are two shallow dependency feature types, governor
and dependent (see section 5.5.7). For a given target, the value of its governor (dependent)
shallow dependency feature is the set of normalized tokens it governs (is governed by) in any
collapsed dependency relation. Both governor and dependency feature values are extracted
for each target using the Stanford dependency parser (de Marneffe et al., 2006), resulting in
two sets of tokens for each target u. 25
The extracted flat features from the following example are shown in Table 5.5.
Original Form:
“In 1981, Makoni was moved to the position of minister of industry and energy develop-
ment, where he remained until 1983. ”
Normalized Form:
“In DATE, q was moved to the position of f , where he remained until γ .”
Table 5.5 shows the feature values extracted from the above sentence.
For two flat feature values X , Y , let KT be the normalized size of their intersection (recall
25Window and shallow dependency feature values are expanded based on all elements of u’s co-reference
chain. For example, u’s governor feature value includes all tokens that any mention which is co-referent with
u governs.
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Feature Value
q Window be, move, to, in, DATE, position,
the
f Window of, to, remain, γ , position, the,
where, until, he




q Dependent of move
f Dependent of position
γ Dependent of remain
Table 5.5 Feature Values for (1)
that flat feature values are sets of tokens).
KT (U,V ) =
|U ∩V |√
|U |2 + |V |2
(5.6)
Let F denote the set of flat features exemplified in Table 5.5, and let KS be the kernel function
for a pair of classification instances x and y, where x.i denotes the feature value for the ith






Features are extracted for the purpose of training a supervised classifier for each relation
type r using Support Vector Machines (Cortes and Vapnik, 1995).
Rule Based Nominal Time of Predication Fix
The nature of the contexts that override default time of predication for relational NP’s is
complicated. 26 In addition, determining verbal time of predication automatically remains
a difficult problem in and of itself (UzZaman et al., 2013; Verhagen et al., 2007, 2010b).
We have shown in section 2.7 that newswire data contains relational NP’s whose default
times of predication - both DCT and verbal - are overridden by context. In addition, even
post-relation states of modified relational NP’s may reject verbal predication times. Post-
26See sections 2.4.3 and 2.7 for theoretical background.
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relational states introduced by relational NP’s modified with “former”, “then”, and “ex-”,
however, do appear to unambiguously take the DCT as a time of predication. Furthermore,
we observed in preliminary error analysis that our system often incorrectly classifies modi-





correct these errors we apply hand-written Title Time of Predication Fix rules to change
the label for all such classification instances to AFTER_END* when the associated tempo-
ral expression is (or is closely related to) the DCT, and attribute 100% confidence to this
new label. This correction both removes erroneous WITHIN labels and introduces labeled
instances that bound query relations.
Note that this aspect of the flat component was only applied in the Mixed2 environment.
5.5.7 Structured Approach
The Stanford dependency parser (de Marneffe et al., 2006) creates dependency graphs for
an input sentence. A dependency graph is a directed graph in which each vertex represents
a word token, each edge represents a typed dependency relation between two words, where
the relation/edge is directed from a governor word to a dependent word. Binary depen-
dency relations can reveal information about an entity’s attributes, but relations between
arguments of the same event may be implicit. In the structured approach, we exploit col-
lapsed dependency parsed graphs to capture relevant grammatical relations and discover
syntactic patterns. A dependency graph is a set of syntactic relations between words in a
sentence called dependencies. The Stanford Dependency Parser’s 53 dependency types are
defined in terms of syntactic tree structure derived from a constituent parse of a sentence.
Each definition specifies criteria for the governor and dependent places of each relation. For
example, nsubj is defined as follows (de Marneffe and Manning, 2006):
A nominal subject is a noun phrase which is the syntactic subject of a clause.
The governor of this relation might not always be a verb: when the verb is
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Fig. 5.2 Dependency Parse Graph of the Sample Sentence
a copular verb, the root of the clause is the complement of the copular verb,
which can be an adjective or a noun.
Part of the dependency parse graph for the following example is provided in Figure 5.2:
In 1975, after being fired from Columbia amid allegations that he used com-
pany funds to pay for his son’s bar mitzvah, Davis founded Arista.
Figure 5.2 reveals that Davis and 1975 are related, which would have been difficult to
infer from the surface structure given the distance between the two terms.






, we extend the idea of shortest path on a
dependency graph to include three target items: relation subject q, object f , and normalized




are based on three paths:
(i) the path between q and γ (P1), (ii) the path between f and γ (P2); and (iii) the path
between q and f (P3).
Each shortest path Pi is represented as a vector
〈
v1,v2, . . . ,vn
〉
, where vi can be either a
vertex or a typed edge in the dependency graph. Each edge is represented by one attribute,
which is formed by combining the corresponding dependency type and arrow direction from
the governor to the dependent. Formally, let attribute a ∈ D ×{←,→}, where D is the set
of dependency types, and the arrow is directed from the governor to the dependent word.
Vertices, on the other hand, may contain different levels of features, including token, part-
of-speech tag, lemma, entity type, and semantic class (for verbs that were considered event
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Fig. 5.3 Three shortest paths from Figure 5.2
trigger words in the Automatic Content Extraction (ACE) 2005 corpus 27). For example,
in the sentence represented in Figure 5.2, there exists a prep_in dependency from founded
to 1975. Prep_in represents a prepositional relation between these two words, in this case
meaning that the action founded happened within the time interval 1975-01-01,1975-12-31]
denoted by 1975.
Feature Description
Word The original word token from the sentence. E.g.,
“Davis founded[ f ounded] Arista”
Stem Stemmed form of the word token. E.g., “Davis
founded[ f ound] Arista”
Entity type Person, Location, Organization. E.g., “fired from
Columbia[Organization]”
Semantic class of trigger
words
Each class contains trigger words of event subtype in
Automatic Content Extraction 2005 corpus28, and some
manually collected relation type-sensitive key words,
e.g., if relation type is spouse, then the word “marry”
belongs to one semantic class while “divorce” belongs
to another semantic class.
Part-of-speech Part-of-speech tag of original word
Table 5.6 Features of vertices
When we search for the shortest path between two nodes in a sentence s, we consider all
elements of q̂|s. For this reason there could be more than one candidate for each Pi. If any
candidate paths contain predefined trigger words, we choose the shortest such path. Oth-
erwise, we choose the shortest path among all candidates. Figure 5.3 shows three shortest
paths that result from the sentence in Figure 5.2. These paths contain both lexical features
and syntactic relations.




5.5 Temporal Slot-filling Approaches
kernel function based on dependency paths. We use the “kernel trick” to capture similar-
ity between dependency paths calculated in terms of their common substrings, extracting
syntax-rich patterns from dependency paths in the process. Let x,y be two instances. We
use l(P) to denote the length of a dependency path P, P[k] to denote the set of all substrings
of P which have length k, and a ∈ P[k] is a substring of P with length k. The kernel function
















Here, Kp is a kernel function on two dependency paths Px and Py which sums the number
of common substrings of feature value paths in Px and Py with length from 1 to the maximum
length. In c(ai,bi) we calculate the inner product of the attribute vectors of ai and bi, where
ai and bi are elements of two paths respectively. The final kernel function Ks sums the partial
results from the three dependency paths.
A problem with Equation (5.9) is that Kp is biased toward longer dependency paths. To
avoid this bias, we normalize Kp as in (Lodhi et al., 2002). This normalization scales the





We deviate from (Lodhi et al., 2002) and (Bunescu and Mooney, 2005) is that we count
common substrings from length m to the maximum possible length, the length of the smaller
string, rather than a fixed length. Furthermore, we only consider contiguous substrings in
Kp because each substring feature in the kernel space is treated as a pattern. Non-contiguous
substrings with the same length can be safely discarded as different patterns. The represen-
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tation and kernel function defined are intended for training classifiers using Support Vector
Machines (SVMs).
To combine the two classifiers, we consider the output from the structured classifier as




, we combine it with the output from
the flat classifier using MC (equation 5.3. We used the LIBSVM library (Chang and Lin,
2001)29 to train SVM classifiers.
5.5.8 Aggregation
After each relation mention y is classified and mapped to a four-tuple as described in sec-
tion 5.5.3, we need to aggregate all four-tuples for each relation ψ to yield a final four-tuple〈
ψ,T
〉
. Our approach is similar to the MC method used in the human task 5.4.7, but takes




returned by the system
might be incorrect. We could not emulate the human procedure here without an automatic
intermediate labeling approach deemed as reliable as a person. By dropping the assumption
that no four-tuple will over-constrain the actual start and end dates of a relation, there is no
guarantee that all four-tuples associated with a given relation will be mutually consistent.
Therefore, we designed an Validity-Ensured Incremental (VEI) Max-Constrain, illustrated
in Algorithm 2 below.
The four-tuple Tψ associated with ψ is initialized with the trivial four-tuple. Then, in
order of classifier confidence, the algorithm attempts to aggregate each intermediate four-
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Algorithm 2 Validity-Ensured Incremental (VEI) Max-Constrain Aggregation to yield final four-
tuple Tψ
Require: I(ψ) = {T0,T1, . . . ,TN−1}
Ensure: Tψ =
〈




















if t∗(1) ≤ t∗(2)∧ t∗(3) ≤ t∗(4)∧ t∗(1) ≤ t∗(4) then




5.5.9 Pre-Aggregation Correction, Filtering and Expansion
Preliminary Error Analysis
Preliminary analysis revealed the main source of errors to be WITHIN labels with high confi-
dence. To be exact, the final four-tuple for 116 queries (of 271) was influenced by a WITHIN
label that yielded a t(3) later than the g(4) date, while 20 were influenced by WITHIN dates




is aggregated into Tψ ,




will yield an invalid four-tuple
and thus be rejected. (Similarly, correct BEGINNING labels will be blocked by incorrect
WITHIN labels that are too early). Even correct WITHIN labels cannot set the corrupted
aggregation back on track, since pairwise MC will always take the later t(3) (algorithm 2).
That said, WITHIN labels are often required to retrieve a complete temporal picture of a
relation conveyed in a corpus. WITHIN is the most common intermediate label in the source
collection, constituting 44% of correct labels, and furthermore, over half of the query rela-
tions require at least one WITHIN label to achieve the gold standard final four-tuple, with
10% relying solely on instances labeled WITHIN. To make matters worse, almost all TSF
systems to date (except Garrido et al. (2013)) use neither the BEFORE_START* nor AF-
TER_END* labels in their intermediate temporal relations classification models, even though
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high-confidence instances with those labels could prevent the sort of erroneous WITHIN la-
bels alluded to above.
This analysis motivated three methods to curtail the extent to which aggregation-derailing
four-tuples were included in I(ψ) described in sections 5.5.6, 5.5.9, and 5.5.9. We favor VEI
over Inclusive-MC for system-derived I(ψ) because Inclusive-MC strongly relies on the as-
sumption that there is a high probability of correctness for each intermediate relationship
annotation.
Entity Existence
VEI suffers when confidence values are inaccurate. For the relation spouse(Marylin Mon-
roe, Arthur Miller), given the sentence, “Editor Courtney Hodell said the book would in-
clude poems , photographs , reflections on third husband Arthur Miller and other men




as WITHIN, where γ is the doc-
ument creation time 2010-04-27. The pattern “husband f ” is a strong indicator of the
WITHIN relationship for the spouse relation, so confidence for the resulting four-tuple〈
−∞,2010-04-27,2010-04-27,∞
〉
is likely to be high. Once aggregated, it would be im-




upon learning of the




is invalid. A basic clue that a WITHIN label should be changed to AFTER_END* is that q or
f no longer exists (either the person has died or the business has dissolved).
To address this challenge we propose Existence-based Correction and Filtering. For
each relation ψ we obtain the existence four-tuple Eψ , by applying MC aggregation to the
set of birth and death times in a knowledge base (KB) for the relation subject and ob-
ject.30 The KB is obtained via the Freebase api and scraping Wikipedia Infoboxes. We
use a four-tuple instead of an interval of dates because birth and/or death information may
30For organization query-entities their foundation and defunct dates are considered their “birth” and “death”
dates.
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not be available at the date granularity. Given the relation spouse(Jennifer Jones, Nor-





Jennifer Jones 1919-03-02 2009-12-17
Norton Simon 1907-02-05 1993-06-02
Table 5.7 Existence Information










If γs is after ε(4), or if ε(4) is within the interval τ(γ), then change the label to AFTER_END.
Conversely, if γe is before ε(1), or if ε(1) is within the interval τ(γ), then change the label
to BEFORE_START. Confidence values are set to 1.0 for all classification instances whose
labels are changed.





Classification instances for both γ = 1993 and γ = 1994 would yield a label change to AF-
TER_END, because 1993-06-02∈ [1993-01-01,1993-12-31] and 1994-01-01 is after 1993-06-02.
Relation Precedence
The context of a relation mention often contains temporal information not explicitly tied to a
temporal expression. For example, in, “Myasnikovich will replace Sergei Sidorsky, who was
prime minister since 2003”, there is no date explicitly tied to the transition of power. Many
titles are held by one person after another, in succession, without overlap. Intuitively, if we
know the order in which several individuals held the same title then temporal information
about one such relation can be used to constrain the other.
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To address this challenge we propose Precedence-based Query Expansion and Re-
labeling. The title relation is well-represented in Wikipedia, and the infobox for many
political title holders contains fields for preceded by and succeeded by, which specify the
person that held the same title before and after the title holder in question. Given a title
query ψ , we extracted the person who preceded and succeeded the relation subject from
the relation subject’s infobox (when available). Additional title relation supporter queries –
ψpre and ψsuc, respectively – were generated using these names, and the same title name as
in the official query.
After all classification instances are labeled and existence based correction is applied,
we transform all labeled instances for supporter queries into labeled instances for official




,where x = pre or suc, we apply the mapping in





instances transformed into labeled official query instances are added to I(ψ), the set of
labeled instances for ψ . The set I(ψ) is then passed to Aggregation (see Algorithm 2.




All Others BEFORE_START* AFTER_END*








, where x indicates whether the supporter
query precedes or succeeds the official query








because ψpre is known to




tends to yield AFTER_END* for〈
r,γ
〉
.) This is because the last (first) day of Rpre and all days before (after) it are guaranteed




yields NONE for ψ since dates after the end of ψpre may be before, during, or after ψ . For
example, the headline, “Former President Lee Teng-hui on visit in Japan Tokyo”, while
clearly indicating AFTER_END* for ψpre tells us very little about the relationship between
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Table 5.9 Number of Human and Distantly Supervised Training Instances
Category Type Total Start End Holds Range Others 
Manual 28 10 3 15 0 9 Spouse 
Automatic 10,196 2,463 716 1,705 182 5,130 
Manual 461 69 42 318 2 30 Title 
Automatic 14,983 2,229 501 7,989 275 3,989 
Manual 592 111 67 272 6 146 Employment 
Automatic 17,315 3,888 965 5,833 403 6,226 
Manual 91 2 9 79 0 1 Residence 







the document creation time and ψ .
5.6 Results
5.6.1 Training via Distant Supervision
In section 5.5.4 we proposed a method to automatically collect labeled data in order to train
a classifier that assigns intermediate temporal relation labels to classification instances. We
present the results of analysis performed on resulting data, some of which was used to fine-
tune our methods.
Initial Training Data Collection
Table 5.9 compares the number of intermediate temporal relations identified by human an-
notators in the official TSF corpus with what we were able to retrieve from the Web without
human intervention. Our automatic method obtained substantially more training data (over
40,000 instances) than what was provided by the LDC.
The major advantage of using Web data to retrieve candidate instances of intermediate
temporal relations is the diversity of contexts that can be obtained. For example, expressions
captured in this larger data set included common patterns “Alexander and Susan married on
Jan. of 2005”, as well less common phrases, “On September 2002 Mary Jones and John
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Smith eloped on the SF bay”. In addition, we obtained instances of events which imply
that the relation is ongoing. For example, the sentence, “In 1997, John and Mary renewed
their vows in Florida.” implicitly indicates that the “spouse" relation between “Mary"
and “John" held prior to and on the date alluded to, i.e. some day in 1997. We detail
classification results in 5.6.2.
Enhancing Data Quality: Addressing Naïve Assumptions
Manual Inspection of Data Manual evaluation on a subset of the automatically generated
training data showed that only about 75% of sentences include relevant contexts. As we will
show, simple bag-of-words based features that do not make use of rich annotation yield poor
performance (section 5.6.2). We manually evaluated the patterns which were extracted from
a subset of the distantly supervised data that matched more than one instance, and had accu-
racy of between 10%-60%. Patterns learned for relation types such as title and spouse
have higher accuracy than those for employee_of" and residence because the latter
involve more diverse and implicit expressions for both relations and intermediate temporal
relations. We address this problem using the relabeling scheme described in section 5.5.4,
and discuss results in section 5.6.1.
Feature Elimination Table 5.10 shows the initial number of features in the TSF system,
before and after feature reduction. The most notable benefit from our annotation enhance-
ment is the ability to build more parsimonious classification models with performance com-
parable to what was achieved with the full feature set. Not only does the new representation
increase efficiency, but it facilitates interpretation of the model by providing information
about the importance of features. Feature reduction in our development system reported
the highest reduction with an average of 96.2%. On the evaluation data, our method yielded




Table 5.10 Feature Reduction Using Multi-class Logistic Regression
Features residence title spouse employment
Initial set 10757 31974 40979 51399
Final set 451 2024 1247 2151
Reduction (%) 95.81 93.67 96.96 95.82
Relabeling to Improve Quality There are a variety of possibly surface forms for relation
subjects, objects, and temporal expressions. In addition, there are many temporal expres-
sions that denote intervals part of the entire interval extension of a particular relation en-
dures, which may even co-occur with relation subject and relation object by coincidence.
Thus, over 100,000 features were required to generalize these complicated contexts for each
relation type, which made it unfeasible to learn supervised models. In addition, only a few
features were relevant to each instance, making the data quite sparse.
In our experiments, we used .005%-.101% (depending on relation type) of training in-
stances from distant supervision data as the initial labeling seeds for self-training. We used
the agreement between classification results for two different values of s (see section ). As
the new data portion is labeled, those retained for retraining are instances for which there
is an agreement reached by multiple classifiers. Similar ideas for re-labeling instances have
been applied to improve distant supervision for relation extraction. For example, (Surdeanu
et al., 2012) developed a multi-instance multi-labeling learning framework to improve clas-
sification, and (Takamatsu et al., 2012) developed a generative model to predict whether
each pattern expresses each relation via hidden variables.
5.6.2 System Evaluation
We implemented the approaches described in section 5.5. In this section we present results
evaluated in four different settings, whose properties are illustrated in table 5.11. 31 In
presenting results, we highlight the impact of the annotation and classification problems




Data Num. Docs. Relation Extr. Evaluation
Full 1 Multiple System Strict
Diagnostic 1 Single Oracle Strict
Mixed1 2 Multiple Oracle Strict
Mixed2 2 Multiple Oracle Relaxed
Table 5.11 Evaluation Settings
outlined above.
In the Full task the system is provided only a list of relation subjects, along with one
source document (for each subject) that mentions it. The system must discover relations
from a fixed relation type set for the subject, making use of any and all documents in the
source collection, and provide a final four-tuple for each relation. Note that each four-tuple
element may be associated with a separate document. In the Diagnostic task the system is
provided a list of manually relation mentions, each with a manually verified single asso-
ciated document. For a each mention the system must return the best possible four-tuple,
and may make use of the entire document, but the rest of the source collection may not be
used. The Mixed1 task is structured similar to the Diagnostic task, except that the system
may search the entire corpus for other mentions of the relation provided in the input. The
Mixed2 deviates from Mixed1 in that we remove the following strict scoring requirement:
For a given four-tuple element for a given relation, all provenance for the relation mention
associated with that element, and that relation mention’s arguments, as well as the associated
temporal expression, must be contained in one single document. The Mixed2 task assesses
the contribution of TSF approach components that use background knowledge, described





The source collection includes 1,286,609 newswire documents, 490,596 web documents
and hundreds of transcribed spoken documents.
The first two evaluation settings used the same dataset, Data1. Data2 differs in that
(1) the source document collection was slightly expanded, though there was a great deal
of overlap, and (2) the relation type set was modified so that employee and member was
merged into one relation type, employee_or_member_of. Each dataset used a different
set of queries given to the system for evaluation. For the Full task, the queries consisted of
relation subject mentions only. For the Diagnostic and Mixed tasks, queries were entire
relation mentions.
The first query set (used in the Full and Diagnostic tasks) includes 100 queries, 80 of
which take a person subject and 20 of which take an organization subject. The second query
set (used for the Mixed1 and Mixed2 tasks) includes 273 queries, 234 of which take a person
subject, and 39 of which take an organization subject.
As is the case with Information Retrieval (IR) evaluations, it is not feasible to prepare
a comprehensive TSF answer key in advance. Because of the difficulty of finding temporal
information in such a large corpus, any manually-prepared key is likely to be incomplete.
Instead, for the Full and Mixed tasks organizers pooled the responses from all system and
human annotators, and had human assessors judge the responses (Ji et al., 2011). To increase
the chance of including answers which may be particularly difficult for a computer to find,
a manual answer key set was included in the pooled responses. The final key for Data1 was
produced by review and assessment of the two annotations. The human assessors did not
know which relation objects came from the manual annotation. For the Data2 key, for each
document that was present in any system’s output that was deemed to accurately express the
associated relation, annotators exhaustively annotated it for temporal information. As the
Diagnostic task is restricted to a fixed set of 100 documents and a fixed set of relations (one
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of each per query), it’s output was easily scored automatically after exhaustive annotation
of each document.
Table 5.12 presents the number of tuples in the Full and Diagnostic tasks, respectively.
Table 5.12 Evaluation Data Set
Slot Type Task # of 
Tuples 
diagnostic 79 per:countries_of_residence 
full 287 






diagnostic 6 per:employee_of 
full 20 









Each final four-tuple is assigned a score in [0,1] by comparing each of its elements to the cor-
responding gold standard four-tuple obtained via human annotation. For a fixed ψ , let Tψ =〈
t(1), t(2), t(3), t(4)
〉




be the gold standard final four-tuple for ψ . (We omit ψ subscripts on tuple elements for
expository purposes). Q(Tψ ,Gψ), the quality value of Tψ , compares Tψ and Gψ in terms of
















Gψ1, . . . ,GψN
}
contain the system and gold final four-












F1 = 2·Precision·RecallPrecision+Recall (5.15)
Here, C(T) ⊆ T consists of all final four-tuples whose relation mentions came from
documents manually verified to entail ψ .
Overall Performance
Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5 present the overall performance of our hybrid flat/structured su-
pervised TSF system on the Full and Diagnostic tasks, respectively. Two baselines are
included for comparison: DCT-WITHIN, in which each relation mention is labeled WITHIN
for the associated DCT; and SENT-WITHIN, in which for each relation mention, a classi-
fication instance is created using the nearest temporal expression and labeled WITHIN (if
no temporal expression appears in the context of the relation mention then DCT-WITHIN is
used.) The performance of human annotators is included in the chart as well.32
The automatic relation extraction component (section 5.4.2) scored 32% F-measure for
automatically extracted fluent relations about relation subjects provided to TSF systems the
Full task. The disparity in performance between the full and diagnostic tasks is largely due
to relation extraction errors, which are not recoverable given our pipeline architecture. The
human annotators only achieved 65.5% F-measure (70.4% Precision and 61.3% Recall) on
the Full task, which reflects the fact that accurate coverage of all temporal information is
32Our system achieved the best score for both the Full (out of five teams) and Diagnostic (out of four teams)
tasks in the TAC2011 evaluation, exceeding the DCT-WITHIN baseline by 16.7% F-measure, the SENT-WITHIN
baseline by 14.4% F-measure, and the mean score of all system submissions by 11.82% F-measure. Ji et al.
(2011). It achieved the second highest score of five teams in the Mixed task Surdeanu (2013).
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Fig. 5.4 F-Measure of Systems and Human Annotators in Full Task
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Fig. 5.5 F-Measure of Temporal Slot Filling Systems in Diagnostic Task
very difficult. For the spouse relation type, our system closely approaches human perfor-
mance.
Figure 5.6 presents our system’s performance Full task, before and after applying feature
reduction and re-labeling techniques. Our methods dramatically enhanced the speed (by
almost 100 times) of training while slightly improving the overall performance (F-measure
from 22.56% to 22.77%). In addition, F-measure gain on each relation type correlates (.978)
with the number of seed instances used in self-training based re-labeling. The most dramatic
improvements are obtained for the spouse relation type (7.12% absolute F-Measure gain).
Due to the limited time allowed for annotation, newswire documents with a much higher
than normal concentration of explicit time information were selected for the Diagnostic task.
The system barely exceeded the baselines in the diagnostic task in part due to high concen-
tration (more than 58.4%) of sentences whose correct label was
textscwithin. The cities_of_residence relation type was easier others, mainly be-
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Fig. 5.6 Impact of Feature Reduction and Instance Re-Labeling on Full Task
cause one evaluation document included a lot of short lists containing only the relevant facts,
each of which should be labeled WITHIN.
“EUROPE: DMITRI MEDVEDEV Prime minister of Russia 42 Moscow,
Russia
...
NICOLAS SARKOZY President of France 52 Paris, France
...
LEWIS HAMILTON Racecar driver 22 Stevenage, England
...




Fig. 5.7 Comparison of Temporal Classification Approaches on Diagnostic Task
Comparison of Classification Approaches
To assess the relative contribution of the flat and structured feature sets, as well as the ex-
tent to which they are complementary, the Diagnostic task was performed on the KBP2011
manually labeled training data (see Table 5.9).
This data set contains 430 relation subjects, 748 relation objects and the corresponding
temporal four-tuples.
Figure 5.7 contrasts the performance of the proposed combination approach with that
of Structured alone, Flat alone, and BoW. The baseline BoW represents each word in a
sentence as a feature; the models are trained using SVMs.
Compared to other approaches, BoW achieves the lowest performance. The combined
system outperforms both of the structured approach and the flat approach alone, and achieves
the highest scores in 7 relation types. The Wilcoxon Matched-Pairs Signed-Ranks Test was
conducted on a four-tuple basis, showing that the combined system is an improvement over
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both the flat (99.9% confidence level) and structured approach (99.8% confidence level)
alone.
We also found that the gains by the structured approach are highly correlated with the
compression rate, which is defined by (1 - the lengths of dependency paths among [query,
slot fill, temporal expression] divided by the number of context words). For example, using
structured approach they achieved much higher gains on residence and spouse slots (about
0.78 compression rate) than title (about 0.68 compression rate).
The structured approach is particularly effective for capturing long contexts when the
query has multiple candidate relation objects in one sentence. Consider the following sen-
tence:
“Trong became secretary of the Hanoi Party Committee in January 2000,
chairman of the Central Theoretical Council in 2001, member of the CPVCC in
April 2001, and member of the Political Bureau in April 2006"
The structured approach can compress the long contexts among the query mention “Nguyen
Phu Trong", relation object mention “Political Bureau" and temporal expression “April
2006" into “q member of f in γ", while the flat approach failed due to confusions stem-
ming from other entities in the context.
On the other hand, the structured approach can fail due to erroneous dependency parses.
For example, appropriate paths were not able to be drawn between “September 2005" and
the pair (“Avi Dichter", “the Brookings Institute") in the following sentence:
“In September 2005, Dichter left office and became a research fellow at the
Brookings Institute in Washington , D.C.".
In contrast the flat approach takes advantage of the pairwise surface proximity of “Septem-




Similar to the results of instance re-labeling, the largest gains resulting from the hybrid
approach were for the spouse relation type. The associated contexts are very diverse,
including both simple surface patterns (e.g. “John married with Mary in 1990."), as well
as long and complicated contexts (e.g. “After John’s death in 2003, Mary fought with his
children over the distribution of the Senator’s estate, etc.”.
It is likely that the spouse relation violates the distant supervision assumption more
often than for other types, since intuitively married people are often mentioned together
without explicit mention of their marriage. Even if the relation is indicated at one point
in the document, it is unlikely to be repeated in other document contexts in which the two
people are mentioned.
5.6.3 Effects of Pre-Aggregation Improvements
We scored the output for the Mixed2 setting, for five conditions using the modified gold
standard (section 5.4.7). Results calculated using the official TSF2013 scorer against cor-
rected gold standard (table. 5.4), with anydoc and ignore-offsets parameters set to
true are shown in table 5.13.
Hy-T refers to the Flat/Structured system described above. TF means that title time of
predication fix was applied (section 5.5.6), EC means existence corrections were applied,
and Pr means that precedence-based query expansion was applied (section 5.5.9). We used a
version of the scoring metric that, for a given query relation ψ , does not distinguish between
documents that were manually verified as containing a relation mention y, i.e. C(T) = T
(see above for the scoring metric). This would be unfair given that the methods employed in




System P R F
Hy-T .337 .294 .314
Hy-T + TF .341 .298 .318
Hy-T + EC .349 .305 .326
Hy-T + TF + EC .353 .309 .329
Hy-T + TF + EC + Pr .360 .315 .336
Table 5.13 Experiment Results Including Pre-Aggregation Filtering and Expansion
Title Time of Predication Fix





The baseline output had 80 values while baseline + TF had 91. Applying TF, 10 baseline
outputs were replaced while 11 were added. In most cases erroneous WITHIN labels are
corrected by inserting high-confidence AFTER_END* into I(ψ). In some cases this allows
a correct t(3) to replace a later, incorrect t(3) that came from an erroneous WITHIN label. It
is important to note that while some changes barely affect F-measure, they are significant
because they allow for correct information that would have otherwise been blocked to be
aggregated. For example, a bad baseline WITHIN for “General Prosecutor ’s Office of Kyr-
gyzstan on Tuesday charged the country’s former Prime Minister Igor Chudinov with abuse
of power” had blocked a correct WITHIN for “Kyrgyz Prime Minister Igor Chudinov left
Beijing Thursday evening” - removing this block allowed t(3) to change from 2010-05-04
to 2009-10-14, which is the gold standard value.
Hidden Relational NP Modifiers We list here examples of “Hidden Relational NP Mod-
ifiers”, to illustrate cases in which a prefix like “former” or “ex” could have been appended
to a title, but was not. Readers must rely on world knowledge, to sort of which temporal
information extraction systems have failed to incorporate as of now.
In the following example former Philippines President Ferdinand Marcos is referred to
as simply “president Marcos”: “ ’The Supreme Court has said that any property that is well
and beyond the legitimate income of president Marcos are considered ill-gotten wealth,’ she
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said.”. Only in the context of the article is it clear that Marcos is not President at DCT.
From the sentence, “Others include First Deputy Prime Minister Almazbek Atambayev ,
Deputy Prime Minister Omurbek Tekebayev and Acting Finance Minister Temir Sariyev”
it is impossible to tell that none of the individuals no longer hold the titles attributed to
them. Only given the preceding sentence, “Isakov is the latest of several top officials from
the country’s caretaker government to resign so they can prepare for the elections”, can we
infer that each individual has relinquished their title prior to the DCT. In this case, we must
infer that the predicate “resign” from the previous sentence is applied to the people in the
second sentence, and their titles.
In the following case, “husband” refers to a past relation.
“Dr. Tom Neuman , an expert in diving deaths, said medical reports indicate
that Shelley Tyre stopped breathing at a point in the dive when her husband,
David Swain, could still have been nearby”.
That the marriage relation has ended is implied by the larger context of the utterance, which
is describing a woman who has died; thus, modification with “former” here would not only
be redundant, but confusing since the reader would then have to decide whether they Tyre
and Swain were married during the dive.
It is unclear whether in the following sentence, “Governor” should be modified with a
“former”:
“A rival in the presidential race, Jose Serra, Sao Paulo’s governor, has already
been criticized by an anxious public for not doing enough to minimize the effects
of intense flooding there in January and February”
The DCT is two weeks after Serra’s resignation as Governor, eight days after the new Gov-
ernor officially became Governor. Using “former” here would invite the possibility that
Serra was not the Governor at the verbal predication time (January and February). That
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said, his actions attributed to that time, i.e. minimizing the impact of a natural disaster, are
actions one might attribute to a Governor. The author could have resolved this ambiguity
using the “then-” prefix, and world knowledge is required to recover this automatically.
Existence-based Correction and Filtering
Most changes made from existence constraints are beneficial both in terms of an increase
in F-measure and in blocking the aggregation of incorrect information. For instance, it is
difficult to prevent labeling the following sentence with WITHIN for DCT: “The London
home of composer George Frideric Handel is holding an exhibition about its other famous
resident – Jimi Hendrix”, but the document context permits AFTER_END*, given “Hendrix
died in London on Sept. 18 , 1970”. Given the existence constraint we label the instance
AFTER_END*.
On the other hand, in some cases we erroneously change WITHIN to BEFORE_START*
using existence constraints, but this type of change does little damage. For example, the
fact that CNN was founded on 1980-06-01 changes the label on 1980 from WITHIN to
BEFORE_START* for EMPLOYEE(Novak, CNN), given “Novak , editor of the Evans-Novak
Political Report , is perhaps best known as a co-host of several of CNN ’s political talk shows
, where he often jousted with liberal guests from 1980 to 2005”. We set t(1) = 1980-01-01





t(2) = 1980-12-31. This error is not catastrophic because it allows for retrenchment (though
Hy-T finds no suitable candidates to facilitate this).
Precedence-based Query Expansion & Re-labeling
Output for affected official queries were improved simply because supporter queries were
accurately labeled. For example, “Kim Choongsoo, Korea’s Central Bank Governor, said
here on Thursday his nation’s economic situation was getting better” provides a t(4) value
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for title(Lee Seong-tae, Governor) due given the successor relation.
Some gains from label transformation are only possible given the title time of pred-
ication fix. For example, multiple mentions of “former president Chen Shui-bian” and
“Former President Lee Teng-hui” were converted from WITHIN to AFTER_END* for their
respective relations. Because Chen succeeded Lee, the latter instances were transformed
to NONE instances for title(Chen, President) using Table 5.8. 33 Changing these la-
bels to NONE made room for a valid t(3) = 2000-01-01 based converting the WITHIN for
title(Lee, President) to BEFORE_START* for title(Chen, President) given, “... since
former President Lee Teng-hui promulgated it 19 years ago, Wang said, and the [DPP] did
not try to make any changes to the framework during its eight-year rule between 2000 and
2008 either”.
Label transformation is robust to misclassification. For example, any of BEFORE_START*,
BEGINNING, WITHIN, or ENDING for a predecessor relation Rpre will map to before_start*
for R. But other types of errors propagate and can lead to disastrous results, for example,
due to a normalization quirk “Utatu President George Strauss” is recognized as “Johannes
Rau”, assigned WITHIN at DCT, which is converted to BEFORE_START* for Horst Kohler,
his successor.
A deeper problem that can lead to error propagation is that fact one person can have the
same title in different contexts. When a title is attributed to a person there is often a geo-
political or organization entity involved. Mentions that fail to include this third entity are
ambiguous; often, this information needs to be inferred from other context sentences. Such
errors may be propagated from supporter to official queries. For example, “Francophonie
president Abdou Diouf of Senegal ... ” appears to support the title(Abdou Diouf, Presi-
dent). Diouf preceded Abdoulaye Wade as President of Senegal, but the context in question
(inaccurately) refers to Diouf’s leadership position of Secretary-General (not President) of
Organisation internationale de la Francophonie, thus an erroneous BEFORE_START* is ag-
33Had the title fix not been applied these WITHIN labels would have been converted to BEFORE_START*.
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6.1 Summary, Limitations and Future Work
Events are central to our understanding of the world. As we move toward building systems
that can create accurate representations of world states, we must integrate capabilities to
extract information from language in situ, in underspecified terms, with techniques to orga-
nize, store, and make use of vast amounts of knowledge. Future directions should include
addressing limiting assumptions, and generalizing approaches and the role played by data
sets.
Information about events is intimately tied to temporal knowledge. The work presented
in this thesis represents concerted efforts to delve into text document content and extract
event information in ways that are aware of broader information organizational goals. In
temporal relation extraction we showed how incorporating transitive inference and explicitly
representing uncertainty facilitates development of systems, like CAEVO, that are capable
of extracting dense knowledge about the order of events, partially in terms of date and
time information. From an information retrieval and organization perspective, we expect a
denser ordering graph to be more robust to open-ended queries that require reasoning about
unforeseen connections between events. Previous efforts have resulted in a sparse temporal
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representation that fails to distinguish between classifier uncertainty (i.e. lack of confidence)
and uncertainty inherent in document text.
In temporal knowledge base population we designed and implemented approaches to
discover and aggregate temporal information of varying levels of uncertainty about a fixed
set of fluent types for a fixed set of named entities, given very little labeled data. A knowl-
edge base with temporal information about events and their participants derived from a large
corpus represents an important, rich source of information that can provide intelligent sys-
tems with the information necessary to express not only who did what to who, but “when?”.
We assume that events are spatio-temporal entities that exist in the real world. Defending
this assumption is outside the scope of this thesis. However, our event abstractions betray
key real world properties which make them more difficult to tell apart. This, for example, is
why event co-reference is such a difficult problem. On one hand such limiting abstractions
seem necessary. A powerful heuristic that can often be used to distinguish between events in
the real world is by comparing the times they occupy, but assuming this kind of knowledge
in our setting begs the question. On the other hand, long term progress demands that we
allow more complex representations in the future.
In both tasks we take a naive approach to event coreference. In Temporal Knowledge
Base population we keep track of the same event (fluent) across documents. Two events are
considered the same if they are (1) of the same type and (2) share the same participants. We
handled event type and participant identification in a naive fashion during the information
retrieval process, which is a limitation of our methodology. But more significantly, we as-
sume that a given event can only happen once - the same two people can only marry once,
a person works for a given company for one period of time with no gaps, etc. This assump-
tion does not present major problems for the event types in question - it is rare for the same
two people to marry twice or the same person to be employed by the same company twice,
though it does happen. That said, the current representation could not accommodate fluents
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like a person’s current location. In temporal relation extraction the SIMULTANEOUS rela-
tion is a superset of the CO-REFERENT relation - co-referent event terms refer to one and
the same event therefore their referents are simultaneous, but not all simultaneous events
are in fact the same event. The fact that accounting for many types of events will require
stronger event co-reference, coupled with the fact that temporal information is often what
we use to distinguish between two instances of the same event type with the same partici-
pants (e.g., “I was in Germany last Summer and the Summer before”), future work should
explore jointly extracting events, event participant information, and temporal information
about events (both event-event and event-time).
We assume that events start and end at single, very fine-grained moments. This allows us
to use temporal interval relations to relate events and times in temporal relation extraction as
well as portions of fluents to temporal expressions in temporal knowledge base population.
The four-tuple representation can accommodate imprecision and uncertainty in that we can
leave underspecified which precise moments constitute start and end times. However, it
is not clear that all events have actual precise start and end times. There has been some
work to “fuzzify” Allen’s interval algebra (Schockaert and De Cock, 2008), which could
then be extended with a four-tuple representation, but it is not yet clear what difficulties
would arise. The extent to which we need to accommodate inherently vague events and
their interrelations remains an open question for future research.
In both temporal relation extraction and knowledge base population our classification
output is not very flexible. Unless the relation between two events is classified as VAGUE, a
single interval relation is assigned. The representation, as is, does not allow for uncertainty.
One solution to this is to allow for the explicit assignment of disjunctions of interval rela-
tions to pairs (or use semi-intervals (Freksa, 1992)). For example, the system might say that
event e1 is either BEFORE or INCLUDED_IN e2. Moreover, classifier confidence could be
used yield a more informative ranking of relations. One might represent VAGUE as the dis-
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junction of all thirteen interval relations, and even allow classifiers that simply prune one or
more relations from the set. A probabilistic account is given, for example by Petridis et al.
(2010). Even if we had allowed annotators to choose from all thirteen relations (and for-
mulated CAEVO to behave correspondingly) we could not represent and address this type
of uncertainty. However, we need more test cases for in vivo evaluation of temporal infor-
mation extraction to compare probabilistic and non-probabalistic interval representations,
which is a matter left to future work.
Temporal reasoning via interval transitivity was shown to be beneficial within a dense
annotation framework. That said, authors encode their beliefs about when things happen
in the world. It is not always clear how certain they are, even if these beliefs are realized
as assertions. Compared with other media in which events are captured, such as video,
understanding the written word about events requires more abstraction. Since what authors
write about events are not clear reflections of reality, it makes sense to ask about the extent to
which their written beliefs are inconsistent, when consistency is defined in terms of interval
algebra. It is encouraging that our results show that transitive inferences are not only good,
but more precise than explicitly labeled pairs of events. But moving forward, we will want
to explore more accurate temporal representations (as alluded to above), and we should
remain careful not to conflate what is implied vs. what would be implied given strict and
naive implicative closure over beliefs.
6.2 Novel Contributions
In this thesis we described our work in two areas of Temporal Information Extraction: Tem-
poral Relation Extraction and Temporal Knowledge Base Population. We outline our novel
contributions:
• An annotation procedure to yield temporal relations between pairs of events, between
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pairs of time expressions, and between pairs of events and time expressions in a single
document. The annotation procedure is the first to force annotators to annotate each
pair, a difficult task that has been avoided in related work, and guarantee annotations
preserve interval relation transitivity.
• A corpus, TimeBank-Dense, resulting from the above annotation procedure. The cor-
pus contains the greatest number of annotations per document of any similar corpus.
Thus the corpus is uniquely dense, which encourages temporal relation extraction
techniques that make use of interval based reasoning. In addition, the corpus facili-
tates evaluation of the temporal relation identification task. It is the first corpus that
can adequately evaluate the identification task.
• We present the first temporal relation identification and extraction experiments on
TimeBank-Dense.
• Cascade Time and EVent Ordering (CAEVO), a Temporal Relation Extraction system
that implements a sieve architecture to classify temporal relations with a series of lin-
guistic intuition and theory-inspired rule-based classifiers, as well as machine learned
classifiers (Bethard, 2013; Chambers, 2013b).
• We provide analysis of the key challenges of human annotation for Temporal Slot
Filling.
• We provide analysis of the key challenges of distant supervision to acquire training
data to classify intermediate temporal relations between mentions of binary fluent
relations between named entities and intervals of dates derived from temporal expres-
sions in text.
• We designed and implemented a hybrid, flat and structured approach to Temporal Slot
Filling, addressing the above challenges to achieve state-of-the-art performance.
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• We describe the challenges of aggregating temporal information about fluent relations
across documents, and apply background knowledge to address them, based about
(1) the lifespan of persons and organizations, and (2) precedence information about
multiple people that held the same position.
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